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Good pulse quality, high peak power and tunable central wavelength are amongst the
most desired qualities in modern lasers. The nonlinear effect cross-polarized wave generation
(XPW), can be used in ultrafast laser systems to achieve various pulse quality enhancements.
The XPW yield depends on the cube of the input intensity and acts as a spatio-temporal
filter. It is orthogonally polarized to the input pulse and highly Gaussian. If the input pulse
is well compressed, the output spectrum is smoother and broader. These features make
XPW an ideal reference signal in pulse characterization techniques. This thesis presents a
detailed analysis of the XPW conversion process, and describes novel applications to pulse
characterization and high-quality pulse cleaning. An extensive computer model was de-
veloped to describe XPW generation via solution of the full coupled non-linear differential
equations. The model accounts for dispersion inside the nonlinear crystal and uses split-step
Fourier optics beam propagation to simulate the evolution of the electro-magnetic fields of
the pump and XPW through free-space and imaging systems. A novel extension to the
self-referenced spectral interferometry (SRSI) pulse characterization technique allows the
retrieval of the energy and spectral content of the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
present in ultrashort pulse amplifier systems. A novel double-pass XPW conversion scheme
is presented. In it the beam passes through a single XPW crystal (BaF2) and is re-imaged
with a curved mirror. The technique resulted in good (∼30%) efficiency without the spatial
aberrations commonly seen in another arrangement that uses two crystals in succession. The
modeling sheds light on the complicated nonlinear beam dynamics of the double-crystal con-
version, including self- and cross-phase modulation, self-focusing, and the effects of, relative
on-axis phase-difference, relative beam sizes, and wave-front curvature matching on seeded
XPW conversion. Finally, a design is presented for exploiting the clean-up properties of
XPW at the output of an optical parametric generation (OPA) setup in conjunction with
iii
an extremely compact prism compressor. The prisms material, separation and geometry are
designed carefully to work at the correct wavelength of the OPA setup and are extrapolated
to accommodate wavelengths, such as 2µm of parametric wave generation.
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There is an ever growing number of applications for modern laser systems, ranging from
large military target ablation to probing atomic and molecular processes on femto-second
and even atto-second time scales or from everyday optical storage solutions to sophisticated
surgical applications in ophthalmology and neurosurgery.
Recent advancements in the field have allowed for the creation of few-cycle optical laser
pulses, as mentioned in a review article by Brabec et al. [1], meaning the the spatial extent
of these electro-magnetic (EM) wave packets along their propagation direction is only a
few multiples of their wavelength (∼ 0.5 − 1µ). Coupled with diffraction limited spatial
delivery, the beams produced by these state of the art lasers can be focused and localized to
spot sizes comparable to their wavelengths. These extremely localized EM oscillations are
capable of reaching extremely high intensities with a small amount of energy. For example,
an intensity higher than 1015W/cm2 can be reached with a modest energy of 30 µJ (for a
10 fs pulse focused to a 10 µm spot-size), which corresponds to field amplitudes close to
109V/cm and thus can be used to separate electrons from the outer atomic shells and create
optical ionization [2]. Still higher intensities, up to 1022 W/cm2, have been achieved with
large amplifier systems such as in the PW Vulcan project [3]. In the visible and near-infrared
part of the spectrum, these EM field amplitudes can be localized in time as short as few
10−15 seconds (1 fs). This extreme pulse compression can now be achieved by commercial
solid state laser systems [3, 4].
1.1 Brief survey of pulsed lasers
In this section, we are going to present a brief overview of some of the existing mechanisms
for creating and measuring such highly localized energetic laser pulses. The interested reader
can find additional information about the propagation, interaction with matter, technology
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and physics behind ultra-fast pulses (fs in duration) in the in-depth reviews by Krausz et al.
(1992), Keller et al. (1994) and Brabec et al. (1995). [5–7]
1.1.1 Q-Switching
The first laser, which was demonstrated by Maiman in 1960 [8] was a lamp-pumped gain-
switched (quasi-CW) resonator. It lased during the time when the lamp provided sufficient
pump energy to bring the laser above threshold. Shortly afterwards, in 1962, McClung
and Hellwarth demonstrated a Q-switched laser that produced ”giant optical pulsations”
[9]. Q-switching was therefore the first demonstrated technique for obtaining energetic short
(nano-second) pulses from a laser. It operates through fast switching the intra-cavity losses
of the laser resonator. The technique can either be active or passive, but in essence, the
resonator losses are at first kept at a high level, holding off lasing until the switch opens.
The energy fed into the gain medium by the pumping mechanism accumulates (limited only
by spontaneous emission). Then, the losses are suddenly reduced to a small value, so that
the power of the laser radiation builds up very quickly in the laser resonator. This process
typically starts with noise from spontaneous emission, which is amplified to large power
levels over the many round trips. The pulse terminates as the stored energy is depleted,
taking the laser below threshold. Typically, Q-switched lasers generate regular pulse trains
via repetitive Q switching. The repetition rate is typically on the order of few Hz to 100kHz,
sometimes higher.
Even though Q-switched lasers deliver pulse durations much longer than modern femto-
second systems, they serve as a good reference point for the much shorter ultrafast laser
pulses. The pulse duration for a Q-switched system is limited first by the switch opening
time and the gain of the laser. The ultimate limit is set by the round-trip time of the
resonator; this limit is reached only in a cavity-dumped system where there are two switches,
one to open the cavity to oscillation, the other to allow the radiation to leave the cavity.
For example, passively Q-switched microchip lasers have reached pulse durations below 1
ns and repetition rates up to several megahertz. On the other extreme, large (typically
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amplified) laser systems can deliver pulses with many kilojoules of energy and durations in
the nanosecond range.
1.1.2 Mode-locking
The creation of ultra-fast lasers has been made possible by the discovery of mode-locking
[10–12], a phenomenon of simultaneous oscillation of different, coherent, phase-locked longi-
tudinal modes in a laser cavity, leading to very-short (∼10fs) broad-bandwidth pulses at the
output of the cavity and zero field amplitude inside more of the cavity. This highly local-
ized mode-locked pulse can be achieved by active techniques such as modulating losses or a
frequency shift by an external oscillator synchronous with the repetition rate for the cavity
[10, 13, 14]. Passive techniques are also possible, where losses are modulated with a fast
response saturable absorber [15, 16]. Passive mode-locking allows for much faster temporal
modulation of the losses in the cavity, leading to shorter output pulses. The next leap in
the technology, allowing to breach the 100 fs barrier was breached utilizing colliding pulse
mode locking by Fork et al. (1981-1983), where the intra-cavity dispersion control by means
of low-loss Brewster-angled prism pairs [17] allowed generation of sub-100 fs pulses and the
demonstration of pulses as short as 27 fs directly from a laser oscillator [18]. The intro-
duction of titanium-doped sapphire, with its large gain bandwidth, finally allowed passively
mode-locked pulses to be generated in the few-cycle regime (<10fs) [19].
As mentioned above, mode-locking is a technique where different modes of a laser cavity
are locked in phase (unlike Q-switching) and result in periodic pulse emission at the output
coupler of the resonator. In contrast to Q-switching, mode-locking allows the generation of
pulses whose duration is limited by the gain bandwidth rather than the cavity length.
Since the technique shows how after acquiring gain, the circulating short pulse is coupled
out at one end of the cavity, the repetition rate is inversely proportional to the roundtrip
time. The pulse duration is proportional to the round trip time divided by the number of
locked modes (see Figure 1.1(a)). Since the individual modes are locked in phase, the output
EM field oscillations are strongly localized in wave-packets in time (see Figure 1.1(b)).
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are locked in phase (unlike Q-switching) and result in periodic pulse emission at the output
coupler of the resonator. Mode-locking also overcomes the short-fall of Q-switching, that the
pulse duration is usually related to the cavity length, so in order to achieve shorter pulse
durations, a microscopic design must be used.
A general overview of the technique shows how after acquiring gain, the short pulse is
expelled periodically at the output of the cavity with set repetition rate and pulse duration
(on the order of femto-seconds). The repetition rate is proportional is proportional to the
roundtrip time, and the pulse duration to the repetition rate divided by the number of locked
modes Figure 1.1(a). Since the individual modes are locked in phase, the output EM field
oscillations are strongly localized in compact wave-packets in time Figure 1.1(b).
(a) Mode-locked laser pulse train (b) Individual intra-cavity modes
Figure 1.1: Mode-locked laser principles of operation. A train of pulses with a specific
repetition rate (Tr) and pulse duration (⌧p)
1.1.3 Kerr-lens mode-locking
A specific way of locking all the modes of the laser cavity used in present times is known as
Kerr-lens mode-locking (KLM). Due to non-linear self-focusing in the gain medium for high-
intensity pulses, continuous operation (CW) modes inside the laser have larger correction in
the gain medium, while the pulsed, in-phase modes circulating have much smaller one. The
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Figure 1.1: Mode-locked laser principles of operation. A train of pulses (a) with a specific
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a gain medium inside. The pulse power (Pp) is proportional to the average laser power (Pavg)
times the number of locked modes (N). A l modes are phase locked to produc coherent,
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Figure 1.1: Mode-locked la er principles of operation. A train of pulses (a) with a specific
repetition rate (Tr) and pulse duration (⌧p) emits from the output of a cavity resonator with
a gain mediu inside. The pulse power (Pp) is proportional to the average laser power (Pavg)
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(b) Individual intra-cavity modes phase locking
Figure 1.1: Mode-locked laser principles of operation. A train of pulses (a) with a specific
repetitio r te (Tr) and pulse duratio (τp) emits f om the output of a cavity resonator with
a gain medium inside. The pulse power (Pp) is proportional to the average laser power (Pavg)
times the number of locked modes (N). All modes are phase locked to produce coherent,
highly localized EM oscillations in time (b) at the output coupler.
1.1.3 Kerr-lens mode-locking
One way of locking all the modes of the laser cavity used in many ultrafast oscillators
is known as Kerr-lens mode-locking (KLM) . Due to non-linear self-focusing in the gain
medium for high-intensity pulses, continuous wave operation (CW) modes inside the laser
have larger cross section in the gain medium, while the pulsed, in-phase modes circulating
have much smaller one. The mode-locked pulses experience higher gain than the CW beam,
favoring the pulsed mode of operation. (Figure 1.2). As a result, because the mode-locked
regime has lower loss it is the dominant one at the output of the laser. The commonly-
used Ti:Sapphire oscillators use this principle in conjunction with group-velocity dispersion
compensation via prism pairs to sustain ultrashort mode-locked pulses with durations around
few femto-seconds and remain the preferred technology for pulse generation around 800nm
central wavelength.
1.1.4 Chirped-pulse amplification
Since the pulse energies out of an oscillator are approximately one nJ per pulse, the








A specific way of locking all the modes of the laser cavity used in present times is known as
Kerr-lens mode-locking (KLM). Due to non-linear self-focusing in the gain medium for high-
intensity pulses, continuous operation (CW) modes inside the laser have larger cross section
in the gain medium, while the pulsed, in-phase modes circulating have much smaller one. The
mode-locked pulses are passed and allowed to acquire gain, while the CW modes are clipped
and cannot be sustained (Figure 1.2). The final result is, because the mode-locked regime
has lower loss it is the dominant one at the output of the laser. Modern Titanium:Sapphire
oscillators use this principle in conjunction with group-velocity dispersion compensation via
prism pairs to sustain mode-locked pulses with durations around few femto-seconds and
remain the preferred technology for pulse generation around 800nm central wavelength.
Figure 1.2: n = n0 + n2I
1.1.4 Chirped-pulse amplification
However, since the per pulse energies out of an oscillator, are usually around nJ/pulse,
the technology alone is not su cient to produce the highly energetic EM pulses that we need
for matter dissociation. An amplification stage after a mode-locked oscillator can overcome
this shortcoming. A common technique to achieve this is called chirped-pulse amplification
(CPA). It it short laser pulses are stretched, amplified and then re-compressed in order to
achieve ultra-high peak intensities [34–37]. The mechanisms to achieve this will be discussed
in the next chapter
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Figure 1.2: High-intensity pulses experience a self-induced change in the index of refraction
inside the gain medium (Kerr-lensing) and expend less than lower intensity ones, so they
can pass through the aperture (hard - physical or soft - pump mode overlap inside the gain
medium) a d propagate inside the cavity.
for matter dissociation, materials processing or other applications that require higher pulse
energy. An amplification stage (or few) after a mode-locked oscillator can overcome this
shortcoming. But short pulses with high energy can have an extremely large peak power, so
optical damage from self-focusing in the system becomes a concern and must be avoided.
A common technique to achieve this is called chirped-pulse amplification (CPA). In this
technique short laser pulses are stretched, amplified and then re-compressed in order to
achieve ultra-high peak intensities [20–23]. The mechanisms to achieve this will be discussed
in the next chapter, however a brief schematic Figure 1.3 shows how the short pulses created
by an oscillator are generated, stretched in time (to lower peak intensity), amplified in
energy content, are re-compressed in time to achieve high-energy (∼mJ or more) femto-
second duration per pulse.
1.1.5 External post-cavity pulse compression and pulse clean-up
In many cases, non-linear optical response can be used to create even shorter pulses, from
what is achieved at the output of CPA systems. A few desired characteristics improvements
are pulse duration, beam quality, and energy contrast of the short pulses against background
5
Figure 1.3: Pulses with time duration of few femto-seconds are generated at the output
of an oscillator, then stretched in time (via dispersion control methods such as a pair of
gratings) inside a stretcher to lower the peak intensity in time. This ”safe to amplify” pulse
is injected into an amplifier system that raises the energy of the gain-overleaped frequency
content (pulse durations ∼pico-seconds). Finally a grating compressor compensates for the
net dispersion after the oscillator to achieve mJ/pulse energy levels with fs pulse duration.
noise.
A spatial clean-up along with spectral broadening using a hollow-core fiber (HCF) setup
[24, 25], where with a combinations of non-linear effects, mJ energies with few fs duration
can be achieved. A simple schematic of using a HCF for pulse clean-up with post-fiber
dispersion compensation is shown in Figure 1.4, where the pulse coupled into the fiber
experiences frequency broadening and picks up linear chirp. This chirp is compensated for
with reflections from a pair of chirped-mirrors to ”recompress” the pulse. This setup was
recreated in our lab and required the design and building of a interacted alignment setup to
hold the HCF in vacuum, pivot it around the the incident beam for optimal coupling and
achieve great stability of the held fiber. The author would like to acknowledge the immense
help and work put into it by Brenden Villars, who also fabricated a mechanism for holding
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the fibers straight, from a flexible (inexpensive) capillaries, achieving cost-reduction for the
overall setup of a factor of 30 from the commercially available setups.
HC fiber
Chirped-mirror pair
Figure 1.4: An ultra-short pulse is coupled into the TEM00 mode of a hollow-core cap-
illary. Due to self-phase modulation and the beams inability to expand in space (guided
propagation), the output pulse is broader in spectral content and acquires linear chirp. The
linear chirp is later compensated for by consecutive bounces from chirped mirrors, and thus
recompressed in time to shorter temporal durations.
Another characteristic of amplified pulses that can require clean up is the intensity con-
trast. Along with the pulse being amplified in the system there is also amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE). Even if the intensity of the ASE is much lower than the peak intensity of
the pulse, it can still modify the target. Energy contrast improvements can be done using
plasma mirrors (PM) [26], where a window of glass first transmits low-intensity light at the
leading edge of the pulse (for example from amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)), then
reflects the main part of the pulse, which ionizes the glass with its high intensity (see Fig-
ure 1.5(a)). ASE is especially pronounced in optical fiber lasers, where the net gain medium
length is large and the emission is guided with the short pulse in the same mode at the core
of the fiber, or in regenerative amplifier systems where the gain is high due to multiple passes
through the gain material and ASE is confined in the cavity. Dealing with and measuring
ASE will be discussed in Chapter 3.
A second technique for intensity contrast improvements can be second harmonic gener-
ation (SHG) [27], which uses frequency doubling to exaggerate the short-pulse contrast (see
Figure 1.5(b)) due to the fact that the second-harmonic output depends on the square of the
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amplitute (EE∗) of the driving EM field. The central frequency is also shifted to twice the
input frequency, allowing for high-fidelity separation of the input pulse from the harmonic.
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(b) Second harmonic generation
Figure 1.5: Contrast improvement techniques. A plasma mirror (a), with a specifically
designed coating, can be used to reflect the higher in intensity short pulse and transmit
background such as ASE with typical contrast of 103. SHG (b) can be used as a spatio-
temporal filter, due to the EE∗ dependence of the output, but in doing so it shifts the
central-frequency of the input pulse.
Using SHG in conjunction with third-order auto-correlation [28], it is possible to measure
the energy content of ASE over limited time windows (570ps for the current state of the art
SEQUOIA 800 system [29]), while full characterization of the same content over a ∼10 ns
window would require impractical sized setups. Figure 1.6 shows how by generating a cleaner
signal using SHG, we can use frequency mixing to produce a cross-correlation signal. This
technique is useful for measuring intensity contrast. It requires great precision (pulse phase
matching, overlap at the frequency mixing crystal and large delay arm) to execute. Later in
this thesis, a technique will be demonstrated for measuring the energy content and spectrum
of the background signal.
One of the more promising techniques for pulse clean-up has been the cross-polarized wave
generation (XPW) [30]. In this text (following chapters) we will develop our understanding





















Figure 1.6: The output of a laser system is mixed inside a crystal with its second harmonic,
and varied across a delay arm. The produced auto-correlation maps where the coherent
pulse intensity is located.
how can we use it in ultra-fast pulse measurement techniques.
1.1.6 Ultra-short pulses measurements
An important challenge when working with ultra-short pulses is measurement of their du-
ration and phase structure. As pulses generated by modern laser systems become shorter in
time and higher in peak intensity, it is increasingly harder to measure their properties (phase,
time profile, etc.) with conventional techniques. Laser pulses are becoming so short (∼fs or
less) that response times of traditional detectors, such as photodiodes (∼ns), are inadequate,
thus a self-reference methods are desired. This is why some modern pulse characterization
techniques employ the pulse itself as a gate or a reference [31, 32]. Pulse characterization
methods now in use include frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) [31], spectral phase
interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction (SPIDER) [33] and self-referenced spec-
tral interferometry (SRSI) [34]. These techniques allow the complete characterization of
phase and amplitude down to the sub-fs level. The focus of this thesis, cross-polarized wave
(XPW) generation, can be applied with great success in both measuring and generating
9
ultra-short pulses.
1.2 The nonlinear optics of crossed-polarization wave generation (XPW)
Along with the development of techniques for producing shorter and higher intensity
pulses, the field of non-linear optics has grown in importance. In a classical picture of
electronic response, nonlinear optics arises in the regime where the strength of the driving
field forces the electron motion to deviate from that of a simple-harmonic motion. This
can be compared to sound distortion in speakers where the response of the membrane is
different from the driving current. Non-linear optical interactions are central to many areas
of research. A few applications that relate to this thesis and other work performed at CSM
include: XPW generation for high-contrast pulse amplification in double-CPA systems [35],
the all-normal-dispersion femtosecond fiber laser [36] and three-dimensional micro-machining
with increased precision and suppression of thermal effects [37].
To build our understanding for nonlinear EM wave-matter interactions, we can start with
how the electron response depends on the intensity of the driving field. This leads to effects
like self-phase modulation (SPM), which leads to the generation of new frequencies and
self-focussing, sum-frequency generation which leads to parametric light generation. In this
section we are going to look at nonlinear optical response, nonlinear propagation, introduce
the fundamentals of XPW generation and present a classical model for the electron potential
giving rise to XPW.
1.2.1 Nonlinear optical response
A simplified explanation for the rise of nonlinear effects comes from the simple model of
an electron bound by a potential. At low intensities, it follows a simple harmonic oscillator
(SHO) motion and depends linearly on the frequency of the driving field. This is what all of
us experience everyday with natural, low intensity, incoherent light. However, when electrons
are driven past the approximation of SHO motion, it is analogous to a sound speaker driven
by very high-amplitude current. At the intervals where the current exceeds what the speaker
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can reproduce (Figure 1.7), the speaker motion is clipped and a distorted sound with new
frequencies is generated.
















Figure 1.7: Non-linear speaker response (solid) leads to frequency distortion (new frequen-
cies) as the speakers membrane is unable to follow the driving current (dashed) at high
amplitudes.
The ability to generate new frequencies from normal light is very limited because the
low field strength leads to low amplitude electron motion. However, coherent laser light can
have extremely high intensity [35], even well above the ionization energy for electrons in air
( 108V/m).
Nonlinear effects are distinguished by the number of photons taking part in the process
- the more photons involved, the higher intensity is required. Second-order effects, such as
sum-frequency generation and parametric mixing, require intensity in the 108 W/cm2 range
for mm-scale interaction lengths. Third-order processes, such as SPM and XPW, require
higher intensity in the range of 1012 W/cm2 [38].
The deviation from the SHO potential is shown in Figure 1.8, where at low intensity
of the driving field (0-0.2 on the y-axis), the potential closely follows a parabolic shape.
However, there is a great departure from this potential when amplitude of electron motion
is sufficiently large intensities (0.6-1 on the y-axis). In this region, we observe many of the
above mentioned non-linear effects.
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Figure 1.8: Non-linear electron potential (dashed) is well approximated as a parabolic shape
(solid) at low intensities and results in a SHO motion and linear frequency response. At high
intensities, new frequencies are generated as the potential is no longer accurately represented
by the parabolic shape.
The simplest effect, self-phase modulation (SPM), gives rise to the generation of new
frequencies from a ultra-short pulse. Following the approach in Boyd [39], we can give a
classical explanation for the rise of SPM, without using tensors. This model will be extended
later in this chapter to explain the origin of XPW generation. To mathematically derive the
non-linear response of the electrons due to the driving EM field, we start with the restoring
force for a centro-symmetric medium potential
F̃restoring = −mω20x̃+mbx̃3. (1.1)
















2. This is part of a more general (nth)-harmonic expansion.
From this one-dimensional case, a generalization can be derived for an arbitrary driving
field and oscillatory electron vector r. Starting by generalizing the vector form of the restoring
force
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F̃restoring = −mω20 r̃ +mb(r̃ · r̃)r̃. (1.3)
where the second term in Eq. (1.3) was chosen since it represents a displacement in the r̃
direction in an isotropic medium.
From here the new equation of motion in vector form is
¨̃r + 2γ ˙̃r + ω20 r̃− b(r̃ · r̃)r̃ = −eẼ(t)/m (1.4)




−iω3t + c.c. (1.5)
In general, the driving field can have multiple distinct harmonic components, and it is






The perturbative method of solution of Eq. (1.4) is to replace Ẽ(t) by λẼ(t), where λ is a
parameter that corresponds to the strength of the perturbation and will be set to 1 at the
end of the calculation. Next the solution to Eq. (1.4), is represented in power series form
r̃(t) = λr̃(1)(t) + λ2r̃(2)(t) + λ3r̃(3)(t) + . . . (1.7)
and is inserted into Eq. 1.4 while identical powers of λ terms are collected to create the
solutions corresponding to different ωn solutions.
To look at how the non-linearity can create new frequency, the third power of λ can be
selected. Keeping powers of lambda up to order three results in the equations
¨̃r(1) + 2γ ˙̃r(1) + ω20 r̃
(1) = −eẼ(t)/m, (1.8)
¨̃r(2) + 2γ ˙̃r(2) + ω20 r̃
(2) = 0, (1.9)
¨̃r(3) + 2γ ˙̃r(3) + ω20 r̃
(3) − b(r̃(1) · r̃(1))r̃(1) = 0 (1.10)
Here, the second order solution is a constant, consistent with the idea that the symmetric
potential does not support a second-order nonlinear response. After successively solving
and replacing the lower orders into Eq. (1.10) we retrieve the equation of motion for the
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third-order response







where D(ωn) = ω
2
0−ω2n−2iωnγ, accounts for resonance effects. This general solution leads to
the response for the medium when there are multiple frequencies interacting. In the special
case where all input waves are at the same frequency, we can visualize the response of the
medium by numerically solving the equations of motion of the electron and retrieve a plot
of the driving field and the non-linear response vs. time (Figure 1.9).
275 280 285 290 295 300
-0.5
0.5
Figure 1.9: Numerical solution of Eq. (1.10), where the driving EM field (solid) generates
an in-phase third harmonic on top of the linear response (dashed).
In this figure, we can see there is a new frequency component generated (third harmonic),
but there is also a strong component at the fundamental. The nonlinear refractive index will
result when this nonlinear component combines with the source wave.
We can move from the single-atom response to the macroscopic response of the medium by
calculating the induced nonlinear polarization component for the frequency ωq = ωm+ωn+ωp
P(3)(ωq) = −Ner(3), (1.12)
where N is the atomic number density and e is the electron charge. This is compared to the
definition for third-order nonlinear susceptibility
P
(3)







ijkl(ωq, ωm, ωn, ωp)Ej(ωm)Ej(ωn)Ej(ωp) (1.13)
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and leads to the classical derivation of the nonlinear susceptibility
χ
(3)




From here, we can find the lowest order correction to the index of refraction
n = n0 + n2I (1.15)






and I is related to the absolute value squared of the field amplitude. n2 will lead to effects and
self-focusing and SPM as high-intensities of the beam experience different index of refraction
values.
1.2.2 Nonlinear optical propagation due to intensity induced refractive index
Perhaps the best way to explain the properties of light and its interactions, including
those with matter, is to treat light as a solution to the electro-magnetic wave equation to
obtain a figure of merit for different effects.
This equation comes as a derivative of the Maxwell’s equations,
∇ ·D = 0, (1.17a)
∇ ·B = 0, (1.17b)
∇×H = ∂tD, (1.17c)
∇× E = −∂tB, (1.17d)
with the relations




(D − P ), (1.18b)
where we can substitute Eq. (1.18a) into Eq. (1.17c) and Eq. (1.18b) into Eq. (1.17d) to
obtain
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∇×H = ∂t (ε0E + P ) , (1.19a)
∇× E = −µ0∂tH. (1.19b)
Taking the curl of Eq. (1.19b) and rearranging the derivatives on the right-hand side we get
∇×∇× E = −µ0∂t(∇×H) , (1.20)
in which we can then substitute Eq. (1.19a) to get


































When the intensity of the electric field is high enough (typically 108V/m), which is quite
common for modern coherent light sources, we can observe a breaking away from the linear
behavior of the polarization term in the equation above. In essence the electrons of the
medium cannot quite respond in sync with the variation of the electric field. A common way
to solve this problem is by defining the polarization response as a combination of linear and
non-linear components P = PL + PNL while we try to nondimenssionalize using the slow
varying envelope form for the PNL, D, and E fields and separating perpendicular and parallel
components of the derivative operators. This leads to substituting the following equations,
PNL = P0(r, t)e
i(k0z−ω0t), (1.24a)
D = D0(r, t)e
i(k0z−ω0t), (1.24b)
E = E0(r, t)e
i(k0z−ω0t), (1.24c)























As stated, the χ(3) term gives rise to various non-linear phenomena [40], such as: Kerr
lens mode-locking, self-focusing and cross-polarized wave generation(XPW) [41]. The latter
is a combination of several effects such as: self-phase modulation (SPM), cross-phase mod-
ulation(XPM) and cross-phase generation and leads to an intensity-dependent degenerate
yield offset by 90◦ [42] in phase from the original, fundamental wave (FW) signal.
Examples of the two easily observed effects (SPM and self-focussing) are shown in Fig-
ure 1.10 and a derivation of how they occur is carried out after that.
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induces time-dependent phase shift




where L is the interaction length, and !0 and  0 and the vacuum central frequency and
wavelength respectively. Finally, the time-dependent frequency shift can be expressed as










for the assumed Gaussian intensity profile. Note that the front of the pulse acquires a
”red”-shifted while the back is ”blue”-shifted, which e↵ectively broadens the spectrum of a
pulse but spreads it in time. If the temporal walk (chirp) can be compensated for, this will
lead to a shorter transform limited pulse, due to the higher frequency content. This is the
exact same principle used in a HCF pulse compression (Figure 1.4).
To describe self-focusing, we can use Figure 1.10(b). A beam with a diameter w0 ex-
periences self-focussing to a distance zsf , where due to Fermat’s principle (the optical path
length
R
n(r)dl of all rays traveling from a wavefront at the input face to the self-focus must
be equal)
(n0 + n2I)zsf = n0zsf/cos✓sf (1.30)
where we have assumed that the marginal experiences index of refraction n0 and the refracted
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periences self-focussing to a distance zsf , where due to Fermat’s principle (the optical path
length
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n(r)dl of all rays traveling from a wavefront at the input face to the self-focus must
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(n0 + n2I)zsf = n0zsf/cos✓sf (1.30)
where we have assumed that the marginal experiences index of refraction n0 and the refracted
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lead to shorter transform limited pulse, due to the higher frequency conten . T is i the
exact same principle used in a HCF pulse compression (Figure 1.4).
To describe self-focusing, we can use Figure 1.10(b). A beam with a diameter w0 ex-
periences self-focussing to a dista ce zsf , where due to Fermat’s principle (the optical path
length
R
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(n0 + n2I)zsf = n0zsf/cos✓sf (1.30)
where we have assumed that the marginal experiences index of refraction n0 and the refracted










Intensity-induced curved  
wave-front
(b) Self-focussing
Figure 1.10: SPM (a) generates new frequencies and leads to pulse broadening and an almost
linear chirp across 2τ range across the peak of the pulse. Intensity induced self-focussing (b)
retards the high-intensity parts of a beam, creating a curved wave-front and leading to the
collapse of the beam in the bulk of the medium.
Self-phase modulation occurs when a pulse traveling in a medium produces a refractive
index change (due to the optical Kerr effect)
n(I) = n0 + n2I (1.26)
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where n0 is the linear refractive index and n2 is the second-order nonlinear refractive index
inside the medium.






















induces time-dependent phase shift




where L is the interaction length, and ω0 and λ0 and the vacuum central frequency and














assuming Gaussian intensity profile. Note that the front of the pulse acquires a ”red”-
shifted while the back is ”blue”-shifted, which effectively broadens the spectrum of a pulse
but spreads it in time. If the temporal walk (chirp) can be compensated for, this will lead
to a shorter transform limited pulse, due to the higher frequency content. This is the exact
same principle used in a HCF pulse compression (Figure 1.4). It is also interesting to notice
that in the case of anomalous dispersion (n0 < 0) there is a state where the pulse broadening
due to SPM can be matched by the negative dispersion and a soliton, and the pulse doesn’t
change in time is created.
To describe self-focusing, we can use Figure 1.10(b). A beam with a diameter w0 ex-
periences self-focussing to a distance zsf , where due to Fermat’s principle (the optical path
length
∫
n(r)dl of all rays traveling from a wavefront at the input face to the self-focus must
be equal)
(n0 + n2I)zsf = n0zsf/cosθsf (1.31)
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where we have assumed that the marginal experiences index of refraction n0 and the refracted






zsf = w0/θsf . (1.33)
In the limit of zsf ≤ material thickness we observe catastrophic beam collapse [43] that leads
to material ablation. The other way, the bulk acts as a thin lens and focusses the beam in
a region after it. When the self-focussing angle equals the wave-front curvature departure
angle from the paraxial ray, we observe self-trapping (self-guided propagation). The critical






The first discovery of XPW was by Minkovski et al. [42], where they observed what
they described as polarization rotation for light propagating along the optical axis of YVO4.
The process, however is more complex than that and relates to the χ(3) tensor anisotropy
at high intensities. The role of the χ(3) anisotropy was first discussed in semiconductors
[40] and was then applied XPW generation, giving a definition for the processes’ guiding
non-linear equations [41, 42, 44]. The process converts some power from a linearly polarized
fundamental wave (FW) field a to an orthogonally-polarized signal field b. The evolution of
























where the coefficients γi(σ, β) control the relative strength of the terms of the equation




xxxx and the rotation angle
β of the crystal around the beam axis. The expressions for the coefficients depend on the
orientation of the crystal planes and may be found in the paper by Canova et al. [45]. For






































































































for z-cut (crystal lattice orientation [001]).
XPW is unusual compared to other nonlinear processes such as harmonic and parametric
frequency conversion in that all permutations of the fields must be included in saturated
propagation. This is a results from four-wave mixing being degenerate in frequency and
in wave direction. In Eq. (1.35), the first term describes self-phase modulation (SPM),
the fourth cross-phase modulation (XPM) (b on a), the sixth is XPW generation (b to a).
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In Eq. (1.36), the first term is XPW generation (a to b), the third XPM (a on b), and
the sixth SPM. The remaining parametric four-wave mixing (FWM) terms participate in
the process and are particularly important in saturation and when there is seeding field of
sufficient strength. Two examples of each type of these terms are graphically illustrated in
Figure 1.11.

















(b on a, 𝛄3 abb*) (a on b, 𝛄3 aa*b)









(𝛄2 a2b*) (𝛄4 b2a*)
(c) Examples of Four-wave mixing (FWM)









(a to b, 𝛄2 a2a*)
(d) Cross-wave generation (XPW)
Figure 1.11: Arrow diagrams represent four-wave interactions between different frequencies.
When all frequencies are the same it corresponds to SPM (a), when we can pull out an
intensity product like aa∗ and this leads to an output aout it corresponds to XPM (b). XPM
(c) and XPW (d) are more complex terms that deplete one wave and converts it to another
(XPW), or modulates the other wave’s index and still outputs the same wave.
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While it is straightforward to numerically solve the simultaneous equations in Eqs. (1.35)
and (1.36) for the evolution of both fields, XPW generation and other intensity-dependent
effects can be understood more easily with an analytic approximation.
To begin this we can look at the zeroth-order solution, where we keep only the first
terms in Eqs. (1.35) and (1.36). From this we can see that the solution for the FW field
accumulates non-linear phase through SPM





where a0 is the complex input amplitude. The quantity ξ = γ1|a0|2L represents the
nominal B-integral for the input wave. On the other hand, the b-field depends on the cubed
of the input field (a) and γ2, which in turn depends on the angle (β) between the polarization
vector of the driving field and the crystal axis. A plot of (γ2)
2 (representing the intensity of
the XPW signal) vs. β is shown in Figure 1.12. We can see that the conversion efficiency
peaks at specific values of β.





























Figure 1.12: The two most commonly used cuts: z (a) and holographic (b) lead to XPW
yield that is dependent on the relative angle between the input field polarization and the
crystal axis. This relationship is expressed through the γ22 value for a small signal gain.
As shown, depending on the crystal cut, we can get four equal-sized peaks for the XPW
yield, or two small and two larger ones. Because of its orthogonal polarization, relative to






Figure 1.13: A XPW generating crystal (BaF2) is placed at the beam waist of the focused
(with lens or mirror (L1)) FW and the output is collimated (L2). The signals are then
separated using a polarizer aligned to extinguish signal along the polarization axis of the
input FW.
It is also interesting to notice that the XPW beam is
√
3 smaller in radius (Figure 1.14(a))
than the FW, assuming Gaussian dependence [32], while being shorter in time and respec-
tively larger in bandwidth [44] (Figure 1.14(b)).


































Figure 1.14: Spatial (a) and spectral (b) properties FW (solid) and generated XPW (dashed)
signals show that the XPW is smaller in radius and broader in bandwidth than the FW.
This makes the XPW process ideal candidate for pulse cleaning techniques (any contrast
between the FW and its background will be exaggerated by its cubed value) [24, 46] as well
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as pulse characterization[34] in conjunction with spectral interferometry [32]. XPW has also
been successfully applied to characterize spectral and quantitative properties of amplified
spontaneous emission(ASE) [47] using spectral interferometry, as well as non-linear filter for
the ASE in double-chirped-pulse amplification systems [48].
1.2.4 Classical model for anisotropic nonlinear response
The nonlinear equations discussed previously provides a complete mathematical descrip-
tion of the XPW generation process, including saturation effects. However, they do not
give an intuitive explanation of how it is possible to produce an orthogonally polarized wave
in a crystal that is isotropic in its linear response. It is instructive to adapt the classical
non-centro-symmetric electron model developed earlier to show how XPW rises from simple
physics principles. To our knowledge, this approach has not been previously presented in the
literature. Equation (1.4) can be split into x and y component to examine the generation of
XPW in BaF2. We know that the crystal has an anisotropic response, so we can write the
pair of nonlinear coupled equations in the following form:
¨̃x+ 2γ ˙̃x+ ω20x̃+ (bxxx̃
2 + bxyỹ
2 + bxz z̃
2)x = −eẼx(t)/m, (1.40)
¨̃y + 2γ ˙̃y + ω20 ỹ + (byxx̃
2 + byyỹ
2 + byz z̃
2)y = −eẼy(t)/m. (1.41)
Here, we are assuming the beam is propagating along the z-axis so the z2 terms are dropped.
For a centro-symmetric medium bxx = byy = b1 and bxy = byx = b2 to get
¨̃x+ 2γ ˙̃x+ ω20x̃+ (b1x̃
2 + b2ỹ
2)x = −eẼx(t)/m, (1.42)
¨̃y + 2γ ˙̃y + ω20 ỹ + (b2x̃
2 + b1ỹ
2)y = −eẼy(t)/m. (1.43)
A three-dimensional representation of the nonlinear potential related to these equations is
shown in Figure 1.15(a) where the x and y-axes correspond to the electron displacement from
equilibrium and the height of the surface plot corresponds to the magnitude of the non-linear
potential. This nonlinear potential has the 4-fold symmetry of the cubic crystal structure,
but the strength of the nonlinearity depends on whether the electron is driven along the x or
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y axes or along the diagonal. A top-view (Figure 1.15(b)) of this potential is also shown. To
understand how the electron would respond to this asymmetric potential consider a beam
propagating in a direction normal to the plane of Figure 1.15(a). If the polarization is along
any of the axes shown in Figure 1.15(b), the nonlinear potential is symmetric and there will
not be a force that pushes the electron away from the driving field direction. However, if the
polarization is in between these axes, there will be a component of the force on the electron

























Figure 1.15: Sample non-linear electron potential related to XPW generation, where from
a top view, the yield is suppressed due to lack of asymmetry along the white dashed lines
across the potential. δx and δy are derived from the type of crystal cut.
Figure 1.16(a) shows a numerical solution of the coupled differential equations (1.42, 1.43)
for a driving field polarization oriented at 22.5 degrees to the x-axis. The solid line shows
the nonlinear response in the driving direction, and the dashed line shows the nonlinear
signal perpendicular to the driving field. This perpendicular signal has components at the
fundamental frequency (XPW) and a third harmonic component. The shape of the cross-
polarized field is similar to that seen in Figure 1.9, but there is a π/2 phase shift relative
to the driving field. Figure 1.16(a) shows the (exaggerated) trajectory of the electron. It
is also important to notice that depending on the cut of the BaF2 crystal, the potential
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curvature along the x and y axis in the transverse direction of the driving EM field changes
as well. This difference is represented by 4x and 4y on Figure 1.15(b) and will give rise
to a different amounts of asymmetry, corresponding to the known holographic-cut (∆x 6=
∆y) and z-cut (∆x = ∆y) for BaF2. As the rotation angle of the polarization relative to the
crystal is varied, the yield will show nulls along the axes shown in Figure 1.16(b), and will
show four equal height peaks in the z-cut case and two pairs of different height peaks in the
holo-cut case, as shown in Figure 1.12























Figure 1.16: Numerical solution over time (a) of Eq. 1.42,1.43, where the driving EM field
(solid) generates a third harmonic on top of the linear response (dashed), both π/2 phase-
shifted. XPW generation cannot occur for driving EM field angles along trajectories where
the four-fold potential looks symmetric (white dashed) (b), but for angles in between (white




COMPUTATIONAL MODEL FOR XPW GENERATION AND PROPAGATION
A significant part of this work went into creating a complete and robust model for gener-
ation of XPW, solving the coupled differential equations Eq. (1.35) and Eq. (1.36) with the
computer software platform MATLAB [49]. The model also includes linear propagation of
the generated crystal yield through free space and optics to a second crystal pass. The prop-
agation modeling was performed using Fourier optics methods, assuming we have Gaussian
beams in the beginning of the experiment simulations, but decoupled from this constraint
from this point on. It is important to note that the assumption of Gaussian beams was not
required, but it was done for simplicity as it is a good approximation to our experimental
situation. This chapter focuses on the numerical aspect of linear and non-linear propagation.
There are however many excellent analytical and numerical models [50–54] describing various
non-linear and linear effects, with which our model will agree, but they will not be included
in this section. Only Gaussian ABCD propagation will be included as it is straightforward
and provides a direct comparison for the beam size evolution of our modeled beams.
The computation and the data structure for the model will be described in detail below.
In this chapter, we will explain how the model handles data storage and representation, as
well as what are the limitations and guidelines we must follow to achieve accurate experi-
mental predictions. In later sections we will discuss: how XPW generation calculations work,
how beam propagation is done, what measures have been taken to incorporate dispersion in
the generating crystal and when is this important.
2.1 Grid and data representation
First, a flat (empty) map representing only the indexed values along desired domains is
generated. This creates a one-to-one map between the labeling space and the data space.
For example, in order to address the same point of a pulse amplitude and where this point
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will land on the time grid, we simply call the same index = i along gridPulse(i) as well as
timeAxes(i). This way, when we plot the two lists, the code will know which point on one
corresponds to the other. Even though this is a very simple notion, let’s illustrate it with
the graphs in Figure 2.1. We can see that the grid list and the applied function on it can be
plotted separately or vs. each other to display meaningful data at the output, such as the
pulse intensity dependent on time.




















































Figure 2.1: Grid time-axis data list (a) is passed to a Gaussian generation function to produce
intensity map (b) vs. pixel number, after which both are parametrically plotted against each
other to physically represent the pulse in the time domain (c).
At the same time any angular phase on the EM-field (φ(t)) related to different wavelength
components traveling a different times will not show when intensity is plotted, but can be
extracted from the EM-field by taking the angle of the exponent (eiφ(r,t)) and plotting against
fixed spatial coordinate. This is very similar to how phase is displayed in phase-retrieval
algorithms like frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) . However when using a imaging
slit-spectrometer we have knowledge for all the spectral phases across different positions
on the beam and this leads to two different possible plots of phase that can be produced:
one being an average (or at fixed spatial coordinate) 1D line out phase, and the other a
2D phase map that shows various phase information across the beam at different spectral
components. Figure 2.2 shows a measured phase extracted from real data, collected from an
interference pattern and extracted from its AC peak (for more information see Chapter 3).
Since the phase of the complex component in any image we collect will wrap around after
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it reaches a value of 2π, we need to use an unwrapping function when processing data with
significant amounts of phase to achieve smooth phase plots. On top of this, it is important to
understand that phase values obtained at points where there is no or little EM-field amplitude
are intrinsically with very high uncertainty and cannot be trusted. Such an example can be
seen in Figure 2.2(a) for wavelengths larger than 835nm. The kink and the step features





























Figure 2.2: A 1D line-out (a) style plot depicts phase across select spatial coordinate across
a simulated XPW beam. This information can be extracted from the more detailed 2D map
(b) where the white dashed line represent the aforementioned coordinate.
Since instruments and eyes cannot see EM-field, but rather its absolute value squared
(intensity), it is important to establish how are results going to be displayed. Internally, the
code will define the pulses as field amplitude with a complex phase, but we will display only
intensity or phase separately on plots. The phase plots are done by plotting the unwrapped
complex angle of the field. In a polar coordinate representation the complex field looks like
z = reiθ. The unwrapping part makes sure when the value of that angle reaches 2π the next
value will account and start from there and not 0.
2.2 Propagation methods
There are two main types of propagation that we need to model in our experiments: linear
and nonlinear. For example, nonlinear propagation will happen inside the BaF2 crystal to
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generate XPW, while linear propagation such as dispersion accumulation will happen in free-
space propagation. In this section, we will discuss when each type of propagation occurs, as
well as what are the required steps to accurately model it.
Consider an experimental scenario where the FW beam is focussed inside a BaF2 crystal,
XPW is generated, then both beams are propagated in free-space and finally are re-imaged
via a curved mirror back to the nonlinear crystal (see Figure 2.3).
BaF2
a) b) c)
Figure 2.3: Sample experimental layout. The FW is focussed into a BaF2 crystal and
generates XPW. The nonlinear generation (a) is done over the thickness of the crystal in [t, r].
If dispersion accounting is desired, the crystal is split into small differential slabs. Solution
in [t, r] for the generated XPW and modulated FW is followed by linear propagation (to add
the dispersion of the slab) in [ω, ν]. Spot-size evolution and dispersion after the crystal (b)
is done in [ω, ν], while optical elements (c) are dealt in [ω, r].
Nonlinear propagation is done in [t, r], while dispersion and spot-size evolution is dealt
with in [ω, ν]. Optional re-imaging optics propagation is done by multiplying the transformed
field in [ω, r]. To transform between steps, t and ω is done via FFT. Transforms between r
and ν are done using a Hankel-Bessel transform. The latter process will be explained later
in this chapter.
2.3 Code limitations and guidelines
After this convention, let us focus on the capabilities of the simulation code. At its most
complex form it is capable of describing two spatial (z and r) and one temporal domain of
the EM-field (E(r,t)=E0fr(r)ft(t)e
iφ(r,t)) in order to maintain sub 20 seconds per simulation
running time. The number of points along each domain: nr and nt (we usually use nr =
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1024 and nt = 2048), and the corresponding resolution distances: dr, dt, need to be selected
in such a way that at any time during the simulation the pulse data is well onto the grid,
but it isn’t under sampled as it can be shown in Figure 2.4(a).






















































Figure 2.4: Under-sampled pulse representation (a) fails to represent accurately a Gaussian
pulse shape, due to small resolution setting of the grid. This is over-corrected in b), but as
a result the pulse width exceeds the grid size (around the 50fs mark) and thus will result
in an incorrect pulse shape representation when transformed in frequency space. Finally c)
shows how to correctly define a grid that will accommodate a specific pulse shape and will
allow for smooth domain transformations.
Figure 2.4 also shows how a pulse can be too large for a particular grid, as shown in
Figure 2.4(b) or adequately sampled with plenty of points for the amplitude to go to zero in
Figure 2.4(c). When the pulse is over-sampled in the time domain this is not a direct problem,
however when the pulse is transformed into frequency-space to apply a propagation matrix
on it, since the dt and dω are inversely proportional (dω = 2π/(ntdt)), this means that for
smaller (finer) sampled time grid, the frequency grid becomes increasingly coarsely sampled,
thus leading to the previously mentioned under-sample problem, but now in frequency-
space. Under- or over-sampling can be understood by looking at Nyquist-Shannon sampling
theorem, which is a fundamental bridge between continuous signals (analog domain) and
discrete signals (digital domain). It is applied to a class of mathematical functions whose
Fourier transforms are zero outside of a finite region of frequencies, much like the localized
ultrafast Gaussian pulses modeled in this thesis. In order to recover all Fourier components
of a periodic waveform, it is necessary to use a sampling rate dω at least twice the highest
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waveform frequency (fNyquist =
1
2
ω). Aliasing can occur in the inverse domain (time), when
the signal is oversampled in the frequency domain leading to ”loss” of information using the
FFT and wrapping intensity of the Gaussian pulse around the edges of the grid.
Using a lens modeled as a simple quadratic phase added in the spatial-domain, we can
check 1) the beam will focus into a correct spot size for a Gaussian beam, 2) the shape will
remain Gaussian and clean sampled and 3) no additional modulations, associated with the
grid-wrapping in the frequency domain will be present. The beam spatial properties are













For a Gaussian pulse, this will correspond to 1/e2 beam radius. To keep the convention
uniform, we are going to calculate pulse duration with the convention that it is also in 1/e2
format, even though most texts typically use full width at half maximum (FWHM). FWHM
signifies the point-to-point distance along a certain direction, for which the value of the
intensity map equals half of its maximum value. The conversion between the these formats




To illustrate the point of domain wrapping limitation as well as normal propagation, we
take the same 300µm Figure 2.5(a) in radius collimated beam and apply the code to see
what will happen if the beam is focused by a lens (Figure 2.5(b), f=50cm) or we let the
beam re-expand to a size that isn’t adequately sampled anymore on the grid we have used
(Figure 2.5(c)).
Notice that for adequate sampling, the beam will not change its duration along the time-
domain, which is expected in this limit. Specific limitations will be discussed further in this
chapter. However, as a quick summary here are the most common ones: domain sampling,
domain maximum values, code runtime, memory allocation maximum value. At the end, the























Figure 2.5: A Gaussian beam of 300µm radius is focussed with a f = 50cm lens. (a) is the
profile of the beam at the entrance of the lens, (b) is the profile at the beam waist plane
(y-axis was magnified to show the Gaussian profile) and (c) is the profile of the beam at z
position where the profile has expanded outside of the grid.
time. The machine on which the simulations were run, is a quad-core third generation intel
i7 CPU with 16GB of memory and a solid-state hard drive. In low memory situations, both
MATLAB and Mathematica experience a ten-fold boost in speed with the solid-state hard
drive vs. a traditional magnetic drive.
2.4 Numerical beam propagation
To explain how beam propagation is being handled in the model we must split the process
into two parts. In this section we will describe how propagation through linear response
medium is done. Later in the next section we will show how we calculate the nonlinear
response of the medium.
As shown in Goodman [55], each point of the EM-field wavefront can be treated as a new
point source for the next plane of propagation. This can be written in Cartesian coordinate











(x− ξ)2 + (y − ν)2
]}
dξdν. (2.3)









outside of the integral signs (as it is not dependent on the integral variables) we get the



















To calculate linear propagation of the field, we can get the new field by convolving all
previous plane point sources that is specific to the medium refractive index. The expression
in equation (2.5) ignores time-dependence and in this form assumes the transfer function
of the medium is constant throughout the pulse. This is a valid approximation for linear
propagation in an isotropic medium since all intensity-induced (nonlinear) effects will be
treated later on. The ”propagation” is easier to do if we transform the original signal into
the inverse domain (from (t, r) to (ω, ν)) as it is reduced to a simple multiplication by







Any refractive index variation (lens, curved mirror, waveguide or other) is applied in the




Working with complex three-dimensional arrays becomes slow and memory intensive even
on modern systems. In order to reduce the memory load and the computation time, we can
reduce the xy dependence of the EM field from two to one dimensions. To do so, we assume
that the beams that we are going to use are azimuthally symmetric. This allows us to replace
x2+y2 with r2. Ignoring the time dependence of the EM field we can substitute the Cartesian
((ξ,ν) - using Goodman notation for the input plane coordinates) with a standard cylindrical
coordinate representation (r,φ) so that the input plane that used to be (ξ,ν) is now (r1,φ1)
and the output plane (x,y) is (r2,φ2). This leads to the following terms substitutions:
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xξ + yν = r1r2 {Cos(φ1)Cos(φ2) + Sin(φ1)Sin(φ2)} ,
xξ + yν = r1r2Cos(φ1 − φ2),
ξ2 + ν2 = r21.
Since we assumed azimuthal symmetry the result is independent of φ2, so we set it to 0.
Eq. (2.5) takes the form of




























In the context of this thesis, p = 0, as we are using only Gaussian beams. The condition
p > 0 is used to represent vortex beams. The numerical application and derivation of this
method for high-order Bessel polynomials is well discussed by Guizar-Sicairos et al.[56]. In
the context of this text we are going to focus on 0th-order Bessel functions. The calculation
is done as a simple function decomposition of f1(r) into the corresponding Jp(2πνr). Since
the integral is done over ∞-range and computers work with discrete number of points (as
mentioned before - a grid data representation), there needs to be some assumptions done
at first. The most important part is that the beams we propagate are located inside a disk
of radius R, since this is an inherent source of error in the computation of the (i)HT. The
author goes on to specify this condition as:
f1(r ≥ R) = 0, (2.11)
f2(ν ≥ V ) = 0, (2.12)
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where R and V are the enclosing radius mentioned previously and the maximum spatial
























where S = 2πRmaxVmaxand α0m is the m
th root of the J0 Bessel function. The author then





and the multiplication process that effectively transforms the spatial part of the beam from
radial to spatial frequency domain and back. The exact process of beam propagation and ini-
tialization (adapted from Guizar-Sicairos et al.) for this method is described in the following
paragraph:
1. Select initialization parameters (while keeping in mind previous discussions about
wrapping and sampling): Rmax (maximum physical beam radius size), nr (number
of sample points across the beam).
2. Calculated and store the roots of the J0 Bessel function α = [α1, . . . ,αN ] and the
(N + 1)th root αN+1.
3. Calculate the sample points used to represent the grid in the spatial direction r =
αRmax/αN+1, as well as the spatial frequency sample points ν = α/2πRmax and the
limiting frequency Vmax = αN+1/(2πRmax).
4. Calculate and store the symmetric nr × nr transformation matrix T (from Eq. (2.15))
and the column vector J = |J1(α)|/R.
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1− λ2 − ν2 − 1
)]
and multiply the Hankle-transformed signal
E(νr, ω) for the current propagation step.
6. Transform the result of the previous step back to regular (r, t) domain.
The process is similar in the case of any type of linear propagation, and the only step that
needs to be adjusted is the specific transfer function. A relevant list of transfer functions are
presented here:






1− λ2 − ν2 − 1
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for free space, in this case air.





for applying a thin lens with specific focal length flens.










for imaging a plane 2f away from a curved
mirror or lens with focal length flens.
A particularly useful transfer function is the one for 4f impinging lens, where the applied
phase by a lens or mirror that is placed at 2f away from a certain focal plane is corresponding
to H4f lens. This allows the code to be run without without the re-gridding and interpolation
routines that are commonly seen. When wrapping occurs in a specific domain, the process of
resampling to a more coarse grid is slow and requires interpolation that leads to approxima-
tion errors. This can be avoided by the aforementioned method of 4f imaging. The EM field
is picked off at a plane where it is still well sampled and small and the 4f phase is applied.
The output is the same field but at a distance 4f away. This saves us a lot of calculation
time as in our experiments the various of beam radius can be from 50 µm to 5 mm which
will lead to domain wrapping unless resampling is used.
The Fresnel-propagation was checked against a simple Gaussian ABCD propagation
model and found to have a great agreement for any linear propagation. One such example
is when the beam size evolution of a Gaussian beam was propagated using both techniques.
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A short summary of how the ABCD matrix propagation for Gaussian beams work is pre-
sented in the paragraph below. A Gaussian shape profile can be represented via the complex






q(R, λ, z, w0)
(2.16)
where the q-parameter is







and the beam waist w(λ, z, w0) equals













As we can see the complex q-parameter holds the information for the beam radius at any
position and can be used later on to extract it. To achieve propagation, we use the fact that
an ABCD matrix that describes the correct sequence of optical transformations scales the





Plugging Eq. (2.20) into the original expression for the Gaussian field amplitude (Eq. (2.16))
we can recover an expression for the spatial evolution of the beam











where A,B,C,D are the coefficients of the total transfer ABCD matrix where these coeffi-
cients are taken from Mtotal = Mn · . . . ·M1 and Mi signifies the individual transfer matrix for
the medium/optic (lens, free-space, etc.) and the order of multiplication matters. A quick
check of the agreement of the Fresnel propagation against the the simple ABCD propagation
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is to propagate and plot the intensity profiles of a Gaussian beam using both methods as in
Figure 2.6. The results are in excellent agreement.


























Figure 2.6: Gaussian beam propagated (dashed-initial plane, solid-final plane) at 10cm using
ABCD matrix (a) and Fresnel propagation (b). Negative radius values are non-physical, but
instead signify the left-hand-side of a beam viewed from the top.
Using the Fresnel propagation, we are able to achieve spot size evolution plots for various
non-linear and linear propagations. One such example (Figure 2.7) is the spot size evolution
of the fields generated by the XPW process after the non-linear crystal. Using 65µJ average
energy per pulse, 55fs time duration and 0.5mm crystal thickness as our input conditions we
can see the non-linear lensing, as well as beam distortions after the crystal. As we will show
in a later chapter, there are many correction factors to consider when using only Gaussian
beams. However the Fresnel propagation works for any type of localized intensity beam, and
aside from large computation times for large grids is our preferred method of propagation.
2.5 XPW generation
To simulate XPW generation via solution of the nonlinear differential equations (Eq. (1.35)
and Eq. (1.36)) we must couple two separate two-dimensional complex arrays to represent
both polarizations (a and b fields). The solution of the equations is done via 4th-order Runge-
Kutta method with predefined crystal steps. A split-step method is used in case dispersion
inside the crystal is desired. The crystal thickness is split into smaller differential sub-slabs



















Figure 2.7: The nonlinear intensity evolution after a BaF2 crystal shows intensity-induced
self-focussing (red is highest intensity) from the FW onto both itself (a) and the XPW beam
(b). We observe intensity depletion in the middle of the FW immediately after the crystal
due to high-conversion into XPW as well as a ring structure due to the flat-top beam profile
propagation.
Read initial conditions:
# of RK4 steps, crystal n2,
dispersion properties
Generate XPW with # of RK4 steps
for select differential thickness
using full XPW differential equations !
φnow = φbefore + φcrystal








Figure 2.8: XPW generation model schematic, via solution of the nonlinear differential
equations using fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.
As mentioned later in the text, to model our experimental setup, we do not require
activating the dispersion part of the calculation as dispersive calculation is especially good
for the propagation of sub 10 fs pulses through the crystal. In Chapter 3 we will calculate
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the dispersion acquired through the thickness of our crystal to show why we can avoid the
dispersive calculation. An example where dispersion needs to be accounted for is shown
by Jullien et al. [24]. As the dispersion chirps the the FW, the XPW conversion of that
pulse produces a narrower spectrum. When diffraction inside the crystal is accounted for,
the beam is allowed to diverge or self-focus inside the nonlinear crystal. This can lead to
catastrophic beam collapse inside the crystal.
High peak B-integral values (∼4) saturate the XPW conversion. This can be seen in
Figure 2.9. Notice the XPW signal (blue) remains highly Gaussian and the FW out of the
crystal (red) experiences depletion in the middle due to saturation. The input FW (red
dashed) is shown as a reference as well.














Figure 2.9: XPW depletes the FW intensity and results in flat-top or even hole at the peak
of the FW pulse. The x-axis represents the beams radii, while the y-axis their amplitudes
normalized to the input FW.
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CHAPTER 3
CHIRPED PULSE AMPLIFICATION AND XPW
As shown in Chapter 1, XPW has many applications for pulse characterization and clean-
up in modern high-power ultrafast laser, such as solid state CPA systems. When used for
cleaning-up pulses, it is desirable that the the XPW process is run close to saturation to
obtain good conversion efficiency. However, when used for characterization the opposite is
true. In this chapter we are going to develop our understanding on how it can be used as
a clean reference pulse to detect the spectral and energy content of background noise, such
as amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) present in laser systems. Section 3.1 describes
the amplifier system that was rebuilt for these experiments. The following sections are an
expanded version of our paper [47], where we have added detail that did not fit in the paper
(the greater part of Section 3.5). In Appendix A, we detail an important rebuild for our
regenerative amplifier system. Here we will focus on how to measure the performance of the
rebuilt system and talk about it’s design.
3.1 Chirped-pulse amplification
As mentioned in the Introduction, chirped-pulse amplification (CPA), is a technique
commonly used in modern ultrafast lasers amplifiers that allows the output pulses to achieve
ultra-high peak intensities [20–23]. Our in-house built system (see Figure 3.1 for block
diagram), used in all of the experiments presented in this text, is capable of producing
ultra-short pulses with energy ∼ 5mJ with 20fs duration by running multiple stages of
amplification. However since this translates into intensities well above those needed for a
target ablation even for crystals, for the experiments in this thesis the system was run with
only the first stage of amplification on - the regenerative amplifier.
A brief explanation of each component will be presented in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 3.1: Solid state Ti:Sapphire laser generating system amplification stages schematic.
A detailed explanation of relevant stages is presented later on in the text.
repetition rate (80 MHz) pulses are picked so that the new repetition rate is 1 kHz by a
pulse slicer after oscillator and stretched (to 500 ps time duration) at the next stage for safe
amplification.
As Kerr-lens mode-locking is very sensitive to dispersion lengths and beam alignment,
thermal fluctuations as well as prism insertion variation can lead to a day-to-day inconstant
performance of the laser. From my observations, the mode-locking process needed to be
initiated immediately after the pump laser (P) reaches peak power output as well as with
minimal cavity air exposure. A piezo-actuator placed at the second prism (PR2) translation
stage could make a big difference in stability and reliability. A variation due to human incon-
stancy of adjustments on the OC and high reflector (HR) nobs made the system increasingly
hard to use. A much desired automation and a thermally stable enclosure could prevent all







Sprout, P = 2W, λ0 = 532nm
P = 110mW, 𝜏 = 15fs, λ0 = 800nm
Figure 3.2: Solid state Ti:Sapphire oscillator unit schematic, shows a standard Kerr-lens
mode-locked laser, producing a low-energy, but short duration femto second pulses to seed
into the amplification stages.
be implemented at a later stage.
The output of the oscillator is stretched to pico second durations, through a quadruple-
pass optical stretcher [57]. The design is quintic phase limited, but requires a specific total
length of material and precise alignment to reach that design goal. A diagram of the stretcher
is presented in Figure 3.3.
Even though the current stretcher setup is an older design, it provides a great amount
of pulse stretching almost to a full nano-second. To accomplish pulse-stretching we use
a dispersion control technique, that spatially separates all frequency components of the
ultrashort pulse (usually done with a grating pair at the focal planes of two lenses). However
it is achieved pulse stretching and compression exploits the fact that while the frequency
components are separated, different path lengths can be introduced to each one of them.







Figure 3.3: 4th-order limited optical stretcher top view. In reality there 4 passes on top
if each other, as well as the beam is flipped at the retro-reflector (RR), in order to evenly
stretch the pulse from femto to pico second duration.
the frequencies are spatially overlapped again and effectively lower the peak intensity of the
pulse and injecting it into the next stage - the regenerative amplifier.
The redesigned regenerative amplifier layout is shown in Figure 3.4. A ray trace of the
cavity was done using Laser Canvas (a software developed at Colorado State University) and
the cavity was specified to have two curved mirrors around the gain crystal (CM1 = 500 mm
and CM2 = 1500 mm) and two flat mirrors at the end. The flat high-reflector mirror (HPHR)
near the shorter focal length curved mirror was selected from Lattice Electro-optics for high
damage threshold, as the beam size is predicted to be 150 µm in radius there. The output
beam radius was predicted to be 1591.86 µm and the cavity stability number 0.9 (usually
a desired number will be close to 1). The gain medium was placed at a Brewster angle
to maximize transmission at 800 nm. A broad-band high-quality polarizer (PPBS) with a
penta-cube shape (from Precision Photonics) was used to inject and extract the seed and
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amplified beam respectively. For details on how-to build the cavity, the reader is advised to
see Appendix A. The final specification of the system were: energy of 1mJ per pulse at 1kHz
repetition rate from pump power of 8.74 W. The pump beam from the frequency-doubled
Nd:YLF laser was delivered via 4f relay imaging to minimize pointing instability over the 3













Figure 3.4: Regenerative amplifier top view layout. Dashed contour represents separate
breadboard enclosure. The resonator cavity has output coupling via Pockell’s cell (PC1)
and penta-cube polarizer (PPBS) consists from the beam path between the high-power high
reflector (HPHR) and the high-reflector (HR).
3.2 Amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
As mentioned in Chapter 1, in addition to the amplified injected pulses, undesirable am-
plified spontaneous emission (ASE) and low-energy satellite pulses emerge at the output of
all laser amplifiers, since the gain medium integrates and stores the pump energy before it is
extracted. This is particularly an issue in certain architectures such as high repetition rate
regenerative amplifiers and fiber laser amplifiers, where the ASE propagates in a common
spatial mode with the injected pulse and the gain medium is pumped over a time much
longer than the extraction time. Many discussions of ASE are concerned with the intensity
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contrast between the compressed short-pulse and the background pedestal. In many high-
intensity applications, especially with solid-density targets, the ASE and satellite pulses that
arrive before the main pulse (pre-pulse) can induce nonlinear changes in the target [58]. For
example, the expanded plasma created by pre-pulse has been found to dramatically enhance
resonance absorption by the main pulse, which can enhance x-ray emission [59] or prevent
interaction of relativistic intensity pulses with solid density [60]. There are also many situ-
ations where the energy contrast is the important parameter. If the target linearly absorbs
the incident light, the integrated energy in the background can affect the target medium,
for example, through heating. Even in a simple measurement of a self-phase modulated
spectrum, there is a linear sum of the broadened short pulse spectrum and the spectrum of
the long pulse. A final example that is relevant to the technique presented in this chapter
is our recent interferometric measurement of the nonlinear response of a material [61]. In
that experiment, the laser beam was split into low and high power arms, with the latter arm
undergoing a nonlinear interaction with a test material. The beams were then recombined
with a relative delay, so that spatially resolved spectral interferometry showed fringes in the
spectral direction. Fourier analysis of the fringes led to a spatially-resolved measurement
of the nonlinear spectral phase. In the case of a low energy pedestal, the observed spectral
fringes become a superposition of two interferograms: 1) the ASE interfering with itself, and
2) the desired short reference pulse interfering with the nonlinear test beam. The superposed
interferograms cannot be separated, and the resulting characterization of the nonlinear phase
is compromised.
Even when the intensity contrast is reasonably good (for example 106), the energy con-
trast may be poor. Consider, for example a regenerative amplifier system that produces a
compressed output pulse of 50fs duration. With an output Pockels cell with a 5 ns window to
pass the short pulse and reject the majority of ASE, an intensity contrast of 106 still results
in a substantial fraction (> 10%) of energy in the ASE. Several techniques of pulse cleaning
that have been demonstrated, including fast Pockels cells, saturable absorbers, harmonic
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conversion, plasma mirrors [26] and nonlinear ellipse rotation [62]. One approach that has
had recent success is cross-polarized wave generation (XPW) [44, 63], which is a degenerate
four-wave mixing process, producing orthogonally polarized to the input field polarization,
high-fidelity pulses. The XPW output, easily selected with a polarizer, has been used for
pulse cleaning in double-CPA systems [35, 64] as well as for hollow fiber pulse compression
[65]. Alternatively, optical parametric amplification can be used as a high-gain, high-contrast
front-end to avoid ASE altogether[66].
Intensity contrast of laser systems can be measured with third-order autocorrelation [67],
where the second harmonic of a pulse is cross correlated with the fundamental to produce
third harmonic. Because of the wide wavelength separation of the signals, extremely high
intensity contrast (up to 1012) can be measured. The scan range of the cross-correlation is
typically in the sub nanosecond range, not sufficiently long to capture the full long pulse
pedestal that is at least several ns in duration. A fast photodiode or photoconductive detector
can also be used to estimate the energy before the short pulse, but cannot measure the total
ASE energy, as it will saturate the moment the main pulse gets detected, or the ASE will
be close to background noise. This method also has limited temporal resolution compared
to cross-correlation techniques.
In this chapter, we demonstrate the use of XPW and spectral interferometry (SI) to
measure the energy contrast, as well as improve on the already existing techniques to improve
the accuracy of measured spectral shape of a laser system output pulse. In one path of an
interferometer, the XPW signal is generated, then interfered in a spectrometer with a copy
of the input pulse from the other path. Since the XPW generation process acts as a temporal
filter to pass high intensity, the low intensity background is significantly reduced, and the
interference primarily takes place between the XPW signal and the short-pulse component
of the input pulse. The incoherent ASE shows as a background and results in lower fringe
contrast in the interferogram. This allows the determination of the relative energy content
of the ASE. The technique makes use of a similar optical arrangement that is found in
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self-referenced spectral interferometry (SRSI) [34], in which the XPW signal serves as a
reference pulse for the characterization of the spectral phase of the input pulse under test.
We extend the SRSI retrieval algorithm to find an improved estimate of the shapes of both
the fundamental and the XPW spectra. Finally, the retrieved information is used to measure
the ASE background spectrum and energy content.
3.3 Experimental setup and algorithm for analysis
For our experiments, we used a regenerative amplifier of our own design with 1KHz
repetition rate, pumped with 5.8mJ by a frequency-doubled Nd:YLF laser. The amplifier,
which has an internal Pockels cell and second external Pockels cell that is used to select
the amplified pulse. The amplifier is seeded with approximately 75pJ per pulse, a small
energy relative to other systems owing to the low oscillator power and the low efficiency of
the double-pass grating-based stretcher. The regenerative amplifier output is capable of pro-
ducing 400µJ/pulse, 30fs pulses after compression. A schematic of the in-line interferometer
used to create spectral interferograms is shown in Figure 3.5 and a procedure to collect the
data images is shown in Figure 3.6. Although it was not critical, we used an imaging spec-
trometer in our experiment. The spectrometer had a nominal resolution of 0.134nm/pixel,
collected with a 1024x1024 TE-cooled CCD array with 16bit resolution. The integration
time used for the spectrometer was 30ms (thirty shots). First a clean-up polarizer (P1)
ensures polarization purity of the input beam, after which a 1mm thick birefringent calcite
plate (CP) (Figure 3.6(a)) is used to produce small and large amplitude pulses delayed by
τ =600fs. Focused by a lens (L1, focal length 400mm), the large amplitude pulse is intense
enough to generate an XPW signal in a BaF2 crystal (1mm thick, <110>-cut). After being
collimated by another lens (L2, focal length 400mm), it passes through the second polarizer
(P2) (Figure 3.6(b)) oriented to pass the XPW signal and the low amplitude delayed pulse
from the calcite window. The interference patterns are collected in the spectrometer. The
sampling rate in the slit direction was approximately 30µm per pixel. A low percentage








































Figure 3.5: In-line interferometer layout. Polarizer P1 cleans up the input polarization and
the calcite plate CP creates two copies of the input signal with relative delay and opposite
polarization. A 4-f imaging system relays the output of the calcite birefringent plate (CP)
to the spectrometer, with XPW conversion of one of the two puIses in the barium fluoride
crystal (BaF2). Analyzing polarizer P2 selects this XPW signal and also passes the lower
energy second pulse. The graphs illustrate the different signals in a simulated data run
for a case where the energy content of the ASE is 25% of that of the fundamental wave
and the ASE central wavelength is slightly lower. IF (λ), IA(λ) and IX(λ) represent the
spectral intensities of the fundamental wave, ASE and the XPW signals, respectively. IFA(λ)
represents the combined spectrum of the FW and ASE that would be measured by the time-
integrating spectrometer. The calculated interferogram IINT (λ) shows a pedestal background
that results from the presence of the incoherent ASE signal.
For our analysis, we require measurements of the spectral interferogram and the indi-
vidual spectra of XPW and output of the laser, which contains the short-pulse fundamental
wave (FW) and the ASE background. P1 and P2 are first aligned for best extinction with-
out the calcite or BaF2 in between the polarizers. The calcite plate (CP) (Figure 3.6(c))
is inserted and oriented to maintain extinction, then the XPW crystal is inserted and ro-
tated for best XPW generation. The input chirp of the pulse is also adjusted for maximum




X ). The nonlinear crystal is then rotated to suppress conversion and the calcite plate
is rotated at a small angle to recover the FW + ASE spectrum (I
(M)
FA = IF (ω) + IA(ω))
which is the output of the laser. Finally, the BaF2 crystal is rotated back to the position
for maximum XPW generation. CP is adjusted for best fringe contrast to collect the inter-
ference (Figure 3.6(d)) pattern (I
(M)
INT ). As part of the process to calibrate the resolution of
the spectrometer, we also collect an interferogram where the output of the laser is interfered
with itself. In this case, the BaF2 is removed and P2 is rotated to maximize fringe contrast.
A Mach-Zehnder interferometer could also be used, such as what was used in earlier experi-
ments that measured the spatio-temporal dynamics of XPW[32]. Acquiring reference spectra
in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is more straightforward, but the inline interferometer is
more compact and, if the optics are not wedged, the parallelism and overlap of the beams is
ensured.
Figure 3.5 also shows simulated spectra for the signals in the measurement. The contri-
butions to these signals in frequency-space are described by the following expression:
IINT = IF + IA + IX + AFAX exp [i (ωτ + ∆φAC)] + AFAX exp [−i (ωτ + ∆φAC)] (3.1)
The interferogram IINT gathered by the spectrometer in Figure 3.5 is the sum of the ASE
background (non-interfering) and the FW-XPW interference. As shown in Eq. 3.1, it can be
understood as a sum of interfering (IAC(ω)) and non-interfering (IDC(ω)) components. The
DC (zero-modulation) component is the sum of the intensities all of the beams (first 3 terms
in Eq. 3.1). The AC component (modulated because of the time delay) has an amplitude
that is the product of the interfering terms. The relative spectral phase between the two
interfering pulses is also included in the AC term. The AC component is selected with a
window in transform (delay) space and re-centered on the grid to place the centroid of the

























Figure 3.6: The initial alignment a) crosses the two transmission polarization axis of P1 and
P2 and aligns the CP to maintain that extinction. When spectra and interference patterns
are collected the CP serves as a power projector onto the P2 axis. To get XPW only b)
we need to maintain the CP, P1 and P2 axis as in a) and rotate the XPW crystal optical
axis angle for maximum conversion. To get FW+ASE only c) we need to either rotate the
transmission axis of P2 to be the same as P1 or place a HWP after the XPW crystal to
rotate the signals by 90◦. Finally, to get an interference pattern and maximize fringes d) ,
starting from b), we need to equalize the power for XPW and FW+ASE projected onto P2
transmission axis.
Several approximations and assumptions have been made in writing Eq. 3.1. First, we
assume that the XPW intensity IX and amplitude AX are solely the XPW signal from the
coherent FW pulse and do not have any contribution of the ASE to the XPW signal either
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from direct conversion or mixing with the FW. We also assume perfect contrast for the
analyzing polarizer P2, so that there will not be any contribution of FW or ASE leakage
to the interference signal. Shot-to-shot variations in the FW pulse and direct interference
between the FW and ASE are also neglected. Finally, by using an imaging spectrometer and
selecting signal from the central portion of the beam, any relative variation of spatial phase
difference between the FW and XPW signals will not significantly contribute to a reduction
of fringe contrast. A more complete discussion of these issues will be found in Section 3.
The simulation plots in Figure 3.5 illustrate the different spectral terms for example
where the ASE and FW have different spectral shapes. The ASE background results in
reduced contrast in the interferogram. Even though the relative pulse energies are adjusted
to optimize fringe contrast, there are other contributions to imperfect contrast, such as
resolution limits in the spectrometer, scattered light, and local mismatch of the FW and
XPW spectral shapes. The analysis described below accounts for these effects.
Our full algorithm, presented in Figure 3.7, consists of two loops, one for spectral phase
(blue) and the other for spectral amplitude (red). Note that the superscripts M and R denote
measured and retrieved (calculated), signals, respectively. Using a third-order polynomial
calibration of the spectrometer camera pixels to wavelength, we use third-order interpolation
on the measured spectra and interferogram, then resample on a grid with equal spacing in ω.
Since our two-pulse delay is sufficiently small to avoid pushing the Nyquist sampling limit,
the resampling artifacts described by Albrecht[68] and Dorrer[69] are not expected to greatly
decrease the dynamic range of our measurement. The alternative method of resampling
described in those papers could be employed to avoid interpolation-induced noise. The
spectral phase loop generally follows the SRSI algorithm [34], except in the initial choice
of the spectrum of the fundamental. Instead of using the measured spectrum of the laser,
I
(M)
FA (ω), which can be distorted by the presence of ASE, we derive our initial guess for the
FW spectrum by the following procedure. We select one of the AC peaks of the Fourier
transform of I
(M)
INT (ω) with a tapered window. The spectral window used to select the AC
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Initialization:










































































































Figure 3.7: Proposed SRSI algorithm flowchart. The components of the phase and amplitude
retrieval loops are outlined in blue and red, respectively. A brief description of each step is
displayed at the top of each box in bold. φ refers to phase, I to intensity, A to real amplitude,
E to a complex electro-magnetic field. The superscripts (M) and (R) refer to measured and
retrieved data, respectively. Subscripts F , A, X, FA correspond to FW, ASE, XPW, and
FW+ASE respectively. The function XPW[...] returns the XPW field from the time-domain
FW field. The ε terms represent the root-mean-square (RMS) error, and the subscript i
denotes the iteration index.
peak extended from halfway between the DC and AC peaks and was symmetric around the
DC peak. This excluded any high frequency contributions, but there was no signal observed
above the noise level in that frequency range.find the centroid of the peak, then shift the peak
to place the centroid at the center of the grid to remove unimportant linear spectral phase
terms. The resulting signal is finally transformed back to frequency space. The amplitude
of this signal is the product between the actual XPW and FW fields, so we use its square
root as the starting amplitude of the FW (A
(R)
F (ω)). The measured spectral phase difference
∆φ
(M)
AC (ω) is used as the initial guess for the FW phase. The phase of the AC peak represents
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the measured spectral phase difference between the short pulse and the XPW, 4φ(M)AC .
The phase-retrieval loop of the original SRSI algorithm is then calculated. Using the
initial guess of the time-domain field of the fundamental E
(R)
F (t), the corresponding XPW
field E
(R)
X (t) is calculated. Since a linear spectral phase on the pulses is not important for the
algorithm, we position the centroid of the pulse on the temporal grid as described above. This
re-centering is particularly helpful for pulses with odd orders of phase that are asymmetric
in time. After transforming back to ω−space, an improved guess for the spectral phase of
the fundamental (φ
(R)
F (ω)) can be obtained by adding the retrieved XPW spectral phase
to the measured spectral phase difference (4φ(M)AC ). The updates lead to a new calculated
4φ(R)AC from which we can calculate the error ε by integrating the root-mean-square (RMS)
difference from 4φ(M)AC across the laser bandwidth. Since the loop can sometimes stagnate
with an error that oscillates with iteration, we monitor the average error of several loops and
stop the iteration when this average error stabilizes. The oscillatory behavior was noticed
predominantly when using the the square root of I
(M)
FA (ω) as the starting FW spectrum as is
conventional for the SRSI algorithm. At the end of the phase portion of the algorithm the
retrieved FW (E
(R)
F (ω)) and XPW (E
(R)
X (ω)) are saved and used as input for the spectral
part the algorithm.
As described above, the spectral content of the measured FW+ASE may be different
from the short-pulse component, for example, if the amplifier is seeded with a pulse that is
away from the spectral peak of the gain. One indication that the assumed FW spectrum
for the SRSI algorithm is incorrect can be seen by comparing the XPW spectrum calculated
from the SRSI algorithm with the measured XPW spectrum. Another check is to compare
the shapes of the measured and calculated AC spectrum (AX(ω)AF (ω)). We use the latter
spectrum to improve our estimate for the fundamental spectrum since it is less influenced
by measurement noise. The estimate for the FW spectrum to be used for the next iteration
of the SRSI loop is improved by dividing the retrieved XPW spectrum into the measured
AC peak: I
(R)




X (ω). This loop continues until the current product of
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the retrieved XPW and FW spectra is consistent with the measured I
(M)
AC (ω) using a 5%
threshold for the RMS-difference value.
As noted in previous work[34], the accuracy of the SRSI phase retrieval algorithm dimin-
ishes with large amounts of even-order phase when the spectrum is smooth and symmetric.
For example, an input pulse with strong second-order phase will lead to an XPW spectrum
that is narrower than the FW spectrum and with a similar chirp rate. Since the chirp rates
of the two signals are comparable, the measured spectral phase difference is small, and the
SRSI algorithm will retrieve with a phase that is lower than that of the input pulse. Our
algorithm shares this sensitivity to input second order phase: if a phase is retrieved with too
little second-order component, the predicted XPW spectrum will be larger than it should
be, and the new spectral estimate of the FW obtained by dividing the AC peak by the XPW
spectrum will be too narrow. When the FW is retrieved at the end of our algorithm, we check
the XPW retrieved spectrum against what was experimentally measured (the two curves are
normalized to have the same area). When the input second-order phase is not large, the RMS
difference between the measured and retrieved spectra is typically less then 5%. In practice,
the constraint on input second-order phase is not a severe limitation, since most amplifier
systems include a pulse compressor that can be adjusted for maximum XPW bandwidth as
discussed above in our alignment procedure. Figure Figure 3.8(a) shows a comparison of the
measured (solid) and retrieved XPW spectra without (red) and with (green) the spectral
loop. In this example, where there was approximately 50% ASE energy, the RMS difference
error on the XPW spectrum without the spectral loop was 22%. Application of the full
phase and spectral optimization loops retrieved an improved guess for the XPW spectrum
(4.9% RMS error).Figure 3.8(b) illustrates the capability of the spectral loop using the model
conditions from Figure 3.5. The retrieved XPW spectrum (green, dashed) lies on top of the
spectrum calculated from the input FW pulse (black, solid).
The recovered spectral shapes for the FW and XPW improve the confidence in character-

































Figure 3.8: XPW spectra: measured (solid line), retrieved without spectral loop (green),
retrieved with spectral loop (red).
is possible to go further, and estimate the energy content and the spectral shape of the FW
and ASE components of the laser output. Our modeling shows that if the spectral shapes
and energies of the FW and XPW are known, these signals can be subtracted from the DC
peak of the interferogram to obtain the incoherent background. In real measurements, there
are two challenges to obtaining quantitative energy information from the interferograms.
The first of these is to determine the relative energy contribution of the XPW to the
interferogram. In our measurements, we recorded the spectra of the interferogram, XPW
and FW+ASE sequentially. Small fluctuations in the pulse energy and spatial walk off due to
pointing variations into the spectrometer can lead to small energy differences of a few percent.
In our system, there were no significant changes in spectral shape from shot to shot, so we
can correct for these fluctuations. Noting that the DC peak of the measured interferogram





X (ω)), we can find a better estimate of the energy balance by weighting the two
spectra by factors cFA and cX
I
(M)
DC (ω) = cFA ∗ I
(M)
FA (ω) + cX ∗ I
(M)
X (ω), (3.2)





X (ω)}}dω. This ensures that the interference pattern is self-consistent
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with the separately measured spectra, even though the image energies required adjustment.
This procedure is most robust when there is a significant difference in the shapes of the two
spectra, which is typically the case if the pulse is sufficiently well-compressed that the XPW
spectrum is wider than the FW. Once these correction factors are known, the measured XPW
spectrum can be subtracted from the DC peak. Subtracting the measured XPW spectrum
from the DC peak will remove any contributions of scattered light from that signal.
Since the phase and spectral retrieval procedure described earlier in this chapter led
to the shape of the unknown FW spectrum, the second challenge is to determine the en-
ergy content of the FW spectrum. With perfect spectrometer resolution, the FW spectrum








F (ω). In practice we must account for the line spread function of the
spectrometer that leads to a reduction of fringe contrast that is unrelated to the incoherent
background. We determined this with two approaches. The simplest approach was to create
a spectral interferogram of the output of the laser with itself, taking care to adjust the energy
balance to maximize the fringe contrast. In the Fourier transform of this interferogram, the
AC peaks should be one half of the height of the DC peak provided that the energies are
balanced and that the paths of the interferometer have equal spectral phase. In this case
the test interference pattern probes the spectrometer modulation transfer function (MTF)
at one modulation frequency. Any reduction in amplitude of the AC peak we attribute to
the MTF of the spectrometer. The influence of any spectral phase difference between the
paths can be avoided by cutting one of the AC peaks from delay space, then transforming
back to frequency space. The ratio of two times the amplitude of the resulting spectrum to
that of the spectrum from the DC peak gives the correction factor for the energy of the AC
peak in our data.
We also demonstrate a second procedure that is highly accurate but somewhat more labor
intensive. The blurring effects from the spectrometer originate from the impulse response
function:
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Imeasured(ω) = Iactual(ω)⊗ h(ω, ω′), (3.3)
where Iactual is the un-blurred spectrum, Imeasured is the blurred spectrum, ⊗ represents a
convolution operation, and h is the impulse response function. Deconvolution of the data,
as previously demonstrated by Yetzbacher et al.[70], allows us to remove the effects from
a system’s impulse response function. To obtain the impulse response of the spectrometer,
we measured the spectrum from a krypton lamp and finely adjusted the grating in the
spectrometer. These adjustments sweep the peaks of the spectrum across the pixels on
the camera. Observing a single pixel as a peak scans past it gives us a higher resolution
measurement of the impulse response function for the spectrometer than the resolution of
the camera in the spectrometer. This high-resolution impulse response function gives us the







where F represents a Fourier transform operation and tildes represent inverse Fourier trans-
formed variables. H̃ is the transfer function, or inverse Fourier transform of the impulse
response function, for the system. In addition to the procedure above, a Gaussian mask was
applied to Ĩmeasured to remove high frequency noise contributions that reduce the effective-
ness of the deconvolution process. This method measures the full transfer function of the
spectrometer, whereas the simpler procedure described earlier effectively obtains an estimate
of the transfer function at a single delay position.







F (ω) + I
(R)
X (ω)). Alternatively, it can also be calculated via the separately collected






F (ω). We have found
that both methods work comparably well when processing with simulated data. The ability
to know the intensities of the spectra helps increase the sensitivity of the measurement of






































Figure 3.9: (a) Low ASE content (7.5%) interferogram. (b) Transform space representation
of the interferogram (red) along with measured spectrometer transfer function (dashed). The
black line results from division by the transfer function. (c) Retrieved FW spectrum (black),
low ASE spectrum (solid-red) and high ASE spectrum (dashed-red).
Figure 3.9 shows data for measurements of the ASE background in our experiment. A
line out of the spectral interferogram is shown in Figure 3.9(a). Diminished fringe contrast is
seen in the 760-775nm spectral region of the interferogram. This resulted from scattered light
within the spectrometer for the broader-band XPW signal that was effectively removed from
the ASE calculation by our procedure described above. Figure 3.9(b) shows the normalized
Fourier transform of the interferogram taken of the FW+ASE only (red). The height of the
AC peak is seen to be lower than the expected value of 1/2, partly because of imperfections
of the spectrometer resolution. Spectral phase difference in the paths leads to broadening of
the AC peak in this domain. The upper dashed curve in this figure is the measured transfer
function of our spectrometer using the method outlined in Yetzbacher et al [70] described
above. Dividing the transfer function, and selecting the AC peak yields a spectrum that is
the same shape as the DC spectrum as expected, and is within a fraction of a percent of one
half of its amplitude, confirming the validity of the deconvolution process.
We varied the ASE energy content of our amplifier system by either using or bypassing
the Pockels cell that followed our regenerative amplifier. Figure 3.9(c) shows the retrieved,
normalized fundamental spectrum and the retrieved ASE spectra with the post-regenerative
amplifier Pockels cell on (solid) and off (dotted). For low ASE (Pockels cell on) we recover a
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smooth Gaussian ASE spectral shape centered at laser system wavelength. The ASE energy
calculated via integrating the area under curve of the retrieved spectrum was 7.1% and 7.5%
relative to the FW energy, using the reference interferogram and deconvolution methods,
respectively. For comparison, the ratio of the energy of the amplifier output unseeded vs
seeded was 66%. This is much greater than what we measure with our technique because
when seeded, much of the energy goes to the injected pulse. When the Pockels cell was
turned off and bypassed, the energy content of the ASE was 131% of the fundamental.
I (M )X














Figure 3.10: Mach-Zehnder interferometer design for the single shot measurement of ASE
content. Knife edges are used to block upper or lower portions of each beam to allow
recording of the spectra of each beam in the imaging spectrometer. The BaF2 crystal in
the low-power arm is present for dispersion compensation, while L2 and L3 image the knife
edges to the spectrometer.
The exact spectral intensity of the FW + ASE and XPW are vital to the correct re-
trieval of the ASE energy content. Figure 3.10 shows a proposed system design that would
collect the spectra on a single shot. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer with polarizing beam
splitters allows the insertion of knife-edges into the top and bottom of the FW and XPW
beams, respectively. Imaging of these edges to the entrance slit of an imaging spectrometer
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will create a single image that contains the interferogram as well as the individual spectral
profiles that created that interference and their intensity content. Blocking each arm on
separate measurements will allow calibration of the spatial intensity profile to determine the
energy content of the two beams in the region of interference. This system, which we will
demonstrate in future work, should further improve the sensitivity of the ASE measurement.
The procedure detailed in the present paper allows the use of a simpler inline interferometer
and does not require an imaging spectrometer.
3.4 Discussion
In the present experiment, we have demonstrated measuring the incoherent content of the
amplifier output at the 7% level, but to extend the measurement sensitivity to levels below
the single percent level, it is important to consider other sources of degradation of fringe
contrast. First, in Eq.3.1, any contribution to the XPW signal from the ASE is neglected.
There will be some XPW generated from the ASE, but this contribution will be negligible
in most cases owing to the relatively low intensity of this signal. For example, if the FW
and ASE signals have equal energy, but with durations of 100fs and 1ns respectively (10−4
intensity ratio), the contribution of the ASE to the XPW signal would be 10−12 of that of
the FW. More important would be mixing terms in the nonlinear XPW process between the
FW and the ASE. The strongest of these terms will be linear in the ASE and second-order
in the FW intensities. The term EFE
∗
FEA would have the same phase as the ASE and would
therefore produce an interference pattern superposed on that of the FW-XPW interference.
The strength of this artifact interference pattern would still be lower than the principal one
by the ratio of the intensities. More significant is the assumption that the calcite polarizer
P2 has perfect contrast, rejecting all of the unconverted input light (FW and ASE) in that
path. In practice, we check to see that the contrast is sufficient by blocking the seed to
the amplifier and verifying that the transmission is near the detection limit of our 16-bit
camera at the same exposure time as used to collect the data. Imperfect contrast will lead
to additional interference terms that would add to the desired modulation term. The order
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of magnitude of the resulting distortion of the retrieved spectral amplitude and phase would
be approximately equal to the fractional energy leakage.
In principle, the ASE and the XPW signals do interfere, but owing to the slow shutter
speed of our camera (30ms), the interference pattern would wash out when averaged over
this many shots. Moreover, even if the data were taken single shot, the large amplitude
phase variations that cause the ASE pulse to extend over several ns would lead to fringes
that would not be resolved by our spectrometer. Mechanical vibrations in the interferometer
can lead to degraded fringe contrast, but we find that the inline set up quite stable. As
pointed out in a recent paper[71], shot-to-shot variations in the pulses can lead to a reduction
of fringe contrast that would be interpreted by our algorithm as incoherent signal. The
presence of these variations could be detected by performing a frequency-resolved optical
gating experiment on the pulse. Finally, we note that if an imaging spectrometer is not
used, the fringe contrast can be degraded if there is a difference in spatial phase between
the FW and XPW pulses. In our optical arrangement, the spectral fringes were observed to
be straight, indicating that both beams had the same divergence. When using an imaging
spectrometer, any spatial variation in the fringes is resolved, and in fact the whole image
could be used to improve the dynamic range. In future work we will investigate some of
these issues to extend our technique to greater sensitivity.
3.5 Algorithm testing and conclusions
Due to the inherent issue of not knowing the exact spectral intensity of the FW, it is
desirable to test the algorithm limitations using our simulation code. The much cleaner
data set, coupled with what we expect from the proposed setup (exact spectral content and
relative energies) can further improve our understanding of the process.






INT ), we can start analyzing
the interferogram image, I
(M)
INT . At this point, since we have total control of how the data is








































































































Figure 3.11: Interference patterns corresponding to a) Low (7%), b) Medium (50%), c) High
(100%) ASE content relative to the FW energy. The corresponding spectra FW+ASE (solid)
and XPW (dashed) are shown at d) - f). The fractional ASE content for these plots match
that of the interference pattern above each one of them. ASE has a central wavelength at
780 nm and the FW, at 800 nm.
A sample input FW with various amounts of ASE has been used to generated modeled
data in Figure 3.11, to illustrate how the different amounts of ASE in the system will affect
the interference pattern between FW+ASE and XPW, as well as the separate images of these
spectra. It is clear that, as expected, the fringe contrast decreases with higher amounts of
ASE, meanwhile the shape of the combined FW+ASE spectrum starts to significantly deviate
from what the FW really is.
If the pulse has high second-order phase, the resulting XPW from the FW+ASE spectrum
will be much wider than what it should be. This is easy to explain analytically. A pulse that
is strongly chirped will have an output XPW that is chirped at the same rate, resulting in a
small ∆φ. The initial guess for the phase of the FW in the original SRSI algorithm is taken
from the imaginary part of the AC peak of the collected interference pattern. This situation
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is then indistinguishable from when the FW has no second order phase on it. In Figure 3.12
we can see the dependance of shape of the AC peak phase with increasing second-order on
the FW. It is clear that for second-order phase values of 3000 fs2 and above on the FW, the





























































Figure 3.12: With higher amount ( a) 500 fs2, b) 1000 fs2, c) 2000 fs2, d) 3000 fs2 ) of
pure 2nd-order phase on the input FW, 4φAC (y-axis) gets flatter and renders impossible
the extraction of the correct FW phase.
When the input FW is chirped with second order phase, the spectrum of the generated
XPW is narrower and the spectral phase difference 4φAC is relatively flat (see Figure 3.12).
In this case, the original SRSI algorithm is pushed into thinking that the XPW spectrum
should be wider in bandwidth, resulting in a wrong spectral shape for the retrieved FW
and XPW (see Figure 3.13). This is more exaggerated, the higher the ASE content is (see
Figure 3.14). On the other hand when the ASE content is low, the comparison between
measured vs. retrieved XPW spectrum could be used to determine the input second order
phase.
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Figure 3.13: XPW yield bandwidth depends strongly on the amount of φ2 on the FW. For
φ2 = 500 fs
2 (solid) and 3000fs2 (dashed), the XPW bandwidth narrows (a). However, due to
the flat phase profile in 4φAC , the original SRSI algorithm retrieves similar spectral shapes





































































Figure 3.14: Input spectra (FW+ASE (solid) vs. XPW (dashed)) at a) Low (7%) and b)
High (100%) ASE content relative to the FW energy leads to inaccurate results using the
original SRSI algorithm. The retrieved (dashed) vs. measured (solid) XPW spectrum are
shown in c) and d) respectively.
To show how well the original SRSI algorithm works for low amounts of ASE and two
extreme cases of amounts of φ2 on the FW we can just run the algorithm with the same
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starting point (AF = A
(M)
FA , φF = 4φAC) and vary only the φ2 amount of the FW. (Fig-




































Figure 3.15: Retrieved (dashed) vs. measured (solid) XPW spectrum with a) 5002 and b)
30002 of 2nd-order phase show the limitation of the SRSI algorithm.
Finally, one might ask what is the speed of which this divergence occurs, and what are
the limits for which the original SRSI algorithm will work without any tweaks to achieve a
satisfactory result. We will vary the amounts of second order over 100 points, with 25fs2
of φ2 steps. Keeping the number of phase steps in the SRSI constant, will generate some
spikes in the plot, due to the fact that there are non-constant number of steps needed for the
algorithm to converge. Running it too long doesn’t always guarantee convergence as well, so
simply increasing the number of steps won’t make it converge by default, as sometimes the
algorithm can oscillate around a certain result.
Over the next few paragraphs, we are going to expand on several of the convergence
improvements we have developed to maximize the chance of retrieving the correct IF , IX as
well as try to provide general guidelines and conclusions on when these improvements work.
A simple improvement is re-centering the input FW pulse in the time step of the SRSI,
which results in a linear spectral phase. This linear phase is not physically important, but
makes the analysis of the phase error more complicated. It can be done, either by using the

























































Figure 3.16: RMS difference of the retrieved from the measured XPW spectrum (in % of the
spectrum energy content) vs. amounts of second order (solid - positive, dashed - negative)
phase (φ2). For pure second order (a) the original SRSI algorithm, with constant phase
steps, retrieves a relatively accurate XPW spectrum up to 500fs2 of φ2. This limit can be
extended to 750fs2 if same sign φ3 and φ4 are added (b). A version of b) but over larger
range (c) shows the general behavior for larger amounts of φ2.
of the time grid at each iteration. The latter one is better in cases of strong third-order
phase present on the pulse, as in time the pulse becomes asymmetric in time and this leads
difference between the position of the COM and the peak of the pulse. Using the COM as
a center point (Figure 3.17) we can see that after many iterations there is no linear phase
picked up in the phase guess.






































Figure 3.17: Temporal walk-off (after 20 iterations) arises during the SRSI algorithm due to
the way pulses are centered in time around the axis of symmetry of the grid. This walk-off
translates to a linear component added to the retrieved FW phase (a). This effect is removed
when center-of-mass re-centering of the pulse is done at each intermediate step of the SRSI
(b)
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Another way to improve upon the results of Figure 3.16 is to implement convergence
checks measuring the size of the phase step (see Figure 3.18) over each iteration as well as
varying the number of phase-iterations required for the algorithm to reach it’s final result.
By minimizing the correction phase step sizes in the original SRSI algorithm, we can improve


















Figure 3.18: Variable number of SRSI iterations vs. second order phase on the FW. Y-axis
shows RMS difference of the retrieved vs. modeled XPW spectrum (solid-with, dashed -
without variable number of iterations).
A third improvement of the original SRSI algorithm is its starting guess for the spectrum
of the FW. Since the AC peak derived from the measured interferogram I
(M)
INT is a product
















If there is no scattered light of measurement aberrations on I
(M)
X the latter method should
be quicker and accurate. However, since there could be pointing issues into the imaging
spectrometer, the first method provides a more consistent results and is used extensively in
this text. To illustrate what aberrations might be present on the XPW pulse, let’s consider
a set of measured data (Figure 3.19), that had scattered light on it. This happened because
a stray reflection of the pulse from the grating inside the imaging spectrometer happened
to be also incident on the CCD sensor while the data was taken. The result was a spike
on the XPW spectrum (in the 760-775nm range) as well as fringe contrast diminishment in
the same range of the data. This lack of fringe contrast is consistent with that part of the
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spectrum being scattered, incoherent light.If the spike was left untreated in the algorithm,
the intensity content of the ASE spectrum would reflect that region as real data, and the
percentage as well as the spectral shape of the retrieved pulses would be wrong. By basing
the initial guess of the FW spectrum on the AC peak, our algorithm recovered the actual



































Figure 3.19: Scattered light can result in fringe contrast loss (a - [760;775]nm) as well as
intensity spike in the separately measured (b - solid - 760;775]nm) XPW spectrum. After
many image processing techniques this can be backed out some times (b - dashed) in the
retrieved data.
It isn’t always obvious how the data can be corrected and to find a correct expression for
the spectral content of the ASE, the SRSI algorithm relies on clean spectral input for both
FW and XPW. Single shot measurements containing all three spectra is the best option, but
in most cases an imaging spectrometer isn’t readily available. The presented techniques allow
for more flexibility on how data is collected, but to achieve great precision for the energy
content of the ASE background, the proposed setup in Figure 3.10 must be implemented.
Nevertheless, we have demonstrated that our technique is robust and gives accurate values
down to 5% ASE energies.
Overall, we have presented a technique for measuring the energy and spectrum of the ASE
emerging from a pulse amplifier. We have achieved this by carefully calibrating the energy
content of the pulses making up the interferogram, and adding an improvement to the self-
referenced spectral interferometry (SRSI) algorithm to ensure that the FW and XPW spectra
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are consistent. The measurements described here were published in Optics Express [47] and
can be performed with a simple in-line interferometer and a non-imaging spectrometer. We
are currently working on new experiment design that can make these measurements in a
single shot, which we anticipate will lead to higher accuracy and sensitivity. The analysis
is sufficiently fast in computational power that such a measurement could be performed in




With its applications to pulse cleaning [35, 72, 73] and compression, the efficiency and
the quality of the XPW output pulse and beam profile are important consideration. As
mentioned before, the cubic dependence of the yield of the cross-polarized wave on the time
domain intensity allows XPW to be a temporal filter, passing the highest intensity compo-
nents of a pulse. XPW therefore has many applications in temporal pulse cleaning to remove
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) pedestal thereby improving amplified pulse intensity
contrast and can be used to clean even sub-10 fs pulses from a hollow-core fiber[24], as well
as improve the pulse quality of the output of fiber amplifiers[46], which are often distorted
by nonlinear propagation. It is also used as a reference pulse in a spectral-interferometry
(SI) experiments [32]. XPW has also recently been used for self-referenced spectral interfer-
ometry for pulse characterization [34] and to characterize the energy and spectrum of the
incoherent component (such as amplified spontaneous emission, ASE) in an amplified pulse
[47].
In this chapter, we are going to develop our understanding for XPW conversion and
devise an experimental setup to verify our model. We are going to develop a simple analytic
model for XPW conversion that describes the origin of a nonlinear phase mismatch and
nonlinear lensing for both the fundamental wave (FW) and XPW. Using the numerical model
in Chapter 2 for the processes generation and the Fresnel propagation after the nonlinear
crystal, we will explore the factors that affect the efficiency of saturated, seeded XPW
conversion. These include the development of the on-axis relative phase difference in the first
crystal and after it (during free-space propagation), mode-matching, wave-front curvature
difference and crystal tuning angle. We will also experimentally demonstrate that the beam
quality of the XPW signal after the second pass can be improved by the re-imaging and
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analytically predict how can such scheme be improved in the future.
4.1 Introduction
XPW generation is a moderately efficient nonlinear process because it is phase-matched:
the process is degenerate and it takes place in crystals that are linearly isotropic. For well-
compressed sub-100 fs duration pulses in the 10 µJ to a few hundred µJ energy range, a
conversion efficiency in the 10-15% range can be obtained without difficulty. Self-focusing,
however, occurs at the same intensity-length product required for efficient conversion. There-
fore, a beam with a clean spatial profile is critical to avoid self-focusing and beam break-up
within the crystal. The simplest way to present a clean spatial profile to the crystal is to
place the crystal at the waist of a focused beam. The intensity-filtering property of XPW
generation then cleans up the mode profile by suppressing high spatial frequency compo-
nents. At high input energy, working with a focused beam while maintaining the requisite
intensity in the 1011− 1012 W/cm2 range becomes impractical because of the space required
to produce a large focused beam waist and the large B−integral accumulated in air within
the confocal parameter. This has lead to approaches such as conversion inside vacuum cells
with flat-top profiles[72] and using a hollow-core fiber as a spatial filter[25, 38] to obtain high
single-pass conversion efficiency in the mJ energy range.
Improving the efficiency and quality of pulse cleaning and compression at lower energy is
also of interest, particularly for high repetition rate laser systems. For low input energy the
input beam can be focused tightly, but in this regime the effective intensity-length product is
fixed. The interaction length at high intensity is effectively equal to the confocal parameter
2zR, where the Rayleigh range of a beam with spot radius w0 and vacuum wavelength λ
is zR = n0 πw
2
0/λ. The tight focusing limit is where the crystal length is greater than the
confocal parameter, i.e. 2zR ∗ I = 2P/λ, which is independent of the spot size. In turn,
the peak power is limited by the critical power self-focusing Pcr = αλ
2/(4πn0n2), where
λ is the vacuum wavelength and n0 and n2 are the linear and nonlinear refractive indices,
respectively[74]. The parameter α depends on the beam spatial profile and takes the value
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α ≈ 1.896 for a Gaussian beam. To get beyond the self-focusing limit, the crystal can
be made shorter than the confocal parameter. In this limit, self-focusing still occurs, but
the nonlinear focal position is outside the crystal and beam collapse occurs at a higher
peak power. A method to manage self-focusing in this way, while increasing the effective
interaction length, was proposed and demonstrated by Jullien et al[30]. In the experiment
by Jullien et al, the first crystal was placed at a beam waist. The conversion in a second
crystal that followed the first was found to be optimized at a separation that scaled with the
Rayleigh range of the input beam. Reaching a combined efficiency of up to 30%, this setup
achieves very high XPW signal strength.
In this chapter, we explore in detail the nonlinear dynamics of XPW conversion with two
passes through a crystal. In our experiments, we have found that this approach is limited
by two effects. First, high conversion in the second crystal is found to be associated with
a far-field beam profile with prominent ring structure. This was mentioned in the work
by Canova et al [45]. Second, there are regions of crystal separation that cannot be used
owing to strong continuum generation in the second crystal. We demonstrate in this chap-
ter, experimentally and through modeling, the importance of nonlinear propagation of the
beams and saturated conversion in the double-crystal arrangement. We present an alternate
arrangement in which a curved mirror relays the output of a crystal back into the crystal
for a second pass (Figure 4.1). This set up allows management of the nonlinear lensing,
and can suppress the continuum generation in the second crystal. In some arrangements,
it gives dramatically improved output beam quality at an overall efficiency similar to, and
sometimes higher than, the double-crystal approach. Our modeling helps in understanding
the role of the beam sizes and relative phase for efficient seeded XPW conversion.
4.2 Theoretical Background
In Chapter 1, we have seen how the zeroth-order solution predicts XPW generation. We
are going to extend this method and redo the calculation using the first-order for the b-field



















Figure 4.1: Experimental setups for double-crystal (a) and double-pass (b) XPW conversion.
(a) A sequential conversion takes place with the second BaF2 crystal at a distance x from
the first. (b) A curved mirror (SM1 at distance 2f + δx from the BaF2 crystal) re-images
the field back to the first crystal. Diagnostics are placed at various locations to monitor
conversion efficiency, bandwidth and spot-size evolution after the first crystal. We use a
window reflection to cut down power before the camera in both setups.
this non-depleted approximation, the FW field accumulates non-linear phase through SPM,
as before









∗ + a∗b) (4.2)
Note that the expression is written so that the last term depends on Re[a b∗]. But in the
small-signal limit, the XPW field is generated with a π/2 phase shift from the FW, this term
is small and can be neglected. Solving the remaining equation, we find the approximate
solution:









where ∆k = (γ1 − γ3) |a0|2 is a power-induced phase mismatch.
Putting the approximate solution Eq. (4.3) back into Eq. (4.2) we find that this solution
is valid provided that 1
2
∆k z << 1. We have compared Eq. (4.3) with the numerical solutions
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of the Eqs. (1.35) and (1.36), we find that this approximate solution is accurate for all crystal
rotation angles (β) and for low intensity, ξ < 1 as shown in (Figure 4.2)
























Figure 4.2: Nonlinear phase accumulated through the crystal for the FW (solid) and XPW
(dashed) signals. A constant 90 degree shift has been added to the XPW signal to more
easily compare the two. The small signal model (blue) matches the solution to the full
equations (red) for ξ < 1.
The factor of i at the beginning of Eq. (4.3) shows that the XPW field is generated
with a π/2 phase shift with respect to the fundamental as noted above. (The sign of this
phase shift depends on the sign of γ2, which is positive for z-cut and negative for holo-cut)
Note that an arbitrary input phase on the fundamental field is just passed through to the
XPW field, so for example any input beam divergence is mapped onto the XPW signal.
The conversion peaks according to the β−dependence of the leading factor γ2, as has been
previously noted[45]. For the value of β that results in peak conversion efficiency, the XPW
field becomes comparable to the FW for ξ > 1, so good conversion efficiency and nonlinear
modifications to the beams are intrinsically linked.
Typically XPW takes place in a medium that is not birefringent, so linear phase mismatch
and group velocity walkoff are not factors. (In yttrium vanadate, YVO4, the beam propagates
along the extraordinary axis, so both a and b fields experience the ordinary refractive index)
Eq. (4.3) shows that there is a power-induced phase mismatch (∆k) of the process that is in
the argument of the sinc function. This nonlinear phase results from a combination of SPM
on the fundamental field and with XPM from the fundamental onto the XPW. Note that
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for both z- and holo-cut crystal orientations, γ1 > γ3 for all crystal angles, so there is never
a cancellation or change in sign of the nonlinear phase shift.
The radial intensity dependence of the input beam leads to self-focusing of the funda-
mental. The transfer of phase from the fundamental to the XPW through Eq. (4.3) leads
to nonlinear focusing of that beam. Treating the crystal as thin compared to the nonlinear





where the effective nonlinear refractive index for the process is neff2 = γ1 c/2ω0 for the funda-
mental and neff2 = (γ1 + γ3) c/2ω0 for the XPW. The nonlinearity is slightly reduced for the
XPW.
The correction factor ac represents the deviation of the nonlinear lens from the simple
parabolic calculation, where ac = 1. The full propagation model described below predicts
the evolution of the beams after nonlinear focusing well, but it is instructive to consider
contributions that can result in changing the value of the factor ac. The first is that the
spatial profile of the nonlinear phase is not purely parabolic. The higher-order contributions
to the radial phase lead to spherical aberration and can be accounted for by projecting
the NL wavefront on the Zernike polynomials. Defining the aperture to be at the 1/e2
radius of the FW, and calculating the overlap of the Gaussian function with the defocus
term R02 (r) = −1 + 2r2, the correction for fNL is az2 ≈ 2.46. The value of az2 increases
with the aperture diameter chosen for the Zernike expansion. For the XPW beam, the
nonlinear focusing arises from the intensity profile of the FW. In this case, the XPW beam
is
√
3 smaller, yielding az2 ≈ 1.38. Since the XPW field is spatially concentrated closer
to the optical axis, it is less affected by the spherical aberration from the non-parabolic
NL wavefront, so there is a larger projection onto the defocus term. Moreover, during
propagation through the crystal, the FW conversion to the XPW depletes intensity from the
center of the FW beam. For an input B−integral = 2, the intensity of the FW decreases
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by 40%, flattening its profile. This tends to reduce the curvature of the nonlinear phase,
lengthening fNL for both fields. A factor that tends to make the nonlinear focusing stronger
for the XPW is that, as seen in Figure 4.2, the nonlinear phase of the XPW at high intensity
increases above the estimate given by Eq. 4.3. This would tend to reduce the value of ac for
the XPW beam.
A final contribution to ac comes from averaging over the pulse. As we pointed out in
previous papers [32, 75], the nonlinear phase arises in the time-domain, but the propagation
following the crystal is properly described in the frequency domain. To average over the
variation of intensity in the pulse, we Fourier-transform the output fields to (ω, x) space,
perform the Zernike projection for the radial wavefront for the frequency components. This
averaging gives a nonlinear focal length that is 27% longer for the FW than would be obtained
if the peak intensity were used. The averaging for the XPW, being predominantly lensed
by the FW, gives a nonlinear focal length that is only 11% larger. Time- and ω−averaging
yield the same result for the XPW, but since self-phase modulation on the FW distorts
the spectrum, the ω−averaging results in a somewhat stronger focusing power (20%) than
the time-averaging. Although these contributions to the correction factors shed some light
on the dynamics of the nonlinear focusing, the full propagation model described below is
required to accurately describe the size and location of the beam waists. Additional factors
include the distortion of the beam by saturation and the aberrated phase shifts. In spite
of these aberrations (that predominately affect the FW), the self-focusing plays a role in
redistributing energy in the beam, moving the undepleted FW power in the wings to the
center, making it possible for greater overall conversion.
4.3 Factors affecting the XPW yield in seeded saturated conversion regimes
Since high XPW conversion efficiency necessarily requires saturation, it is important to
understand the nonlinear dynamics in this regime. A second pass through the crystal is a
qualitatively different situation from the first pass, since the phase and amplitude structure
of the seed XPW signal can be varied. One of the most important parameters, as noted by
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Jullien et al [30] is the on-axis phase difference between the FW and XPW fields. Although
there is no linear phase mismatch, we saw above in Figure 4.2 that there is a power-dependent
phase mismatch that leads to a lag in the XPW phase relative to the FW. Propagation
between the crystals will lead to a further adjustment of the relative phase. Figure 4.3(a)
illustrates how the conversion efficiency in the second pass depends on the initial phase
difference and the input B−integral of the FW. In this calculation there is no spatial or
temporal averaging and the intensity of the XPW is 10% of that of the FW. The crystal
rotation angle is set to β = 65o, which is the optimum angle for single-pass conversion. The
optimum phase of the XPW signal lags somewhat more than the initial −90o phase shift
with which the XPW is generated. In fact, the optimum phase lag is close what is predicted
to emerge from the first crystal (see Figure 4.2).
A second degree of freedom is the crystal rotation angle, β. With a second separate crys-
tal, β can be adjusted for each crystal, while with a double-pass configuration, a wave plate
for the second pass can be used to accomplish the same effect. For reference, Figure 4.3(b)
shows the yield dependence of single-crystal conversion on β, with the high and low peaks
characteristic of the holo-cut crystal[45]. Figure 4.3(c) illustrates the yield dependence as a
function of β and the relative XPW input phase, for a FW input B-integral of 3 and a XPW
input energy of 10% of the FW. For a given input phase difference, β−tuning can be helpful,
and there can even be two angles that perform equally well. For the conditions shown, an
angle such as β = 10o results in a yield that is relatively tolerant of phase mismatch.
Such a tolerance for phase mismatch can be important, considering that there generally
is a difference in wavefront curvature between the two beams. This can lead to a variable
conversion efficiency across the beam, and a modification of the resulting output beam profile.
The maximum degree of phase mismatch across the beam can be estimated by considering
the placement of the second crystal near the waist of the FW. The maximum radius of
curvature of the XPW would be found at one Rayleigh range. The phase difference between
the center and the 1/e2 intensity radius at this position is 90◦, which is clearly significant in
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Figure 4.3: Sensitivity of the XPW conversion efficiency in a second pass to the relative
phase difference. (a) XPW conversion efficiency as a function of relative input phase and
input B−integral of the FW. The XPW energy is maintained at 10% of the FW. (b) Yield for
single-pass conversion vs crystal rotation angle β. (c) XPW double-pass conversion efficiency
a function of β and the input XPW phase. The FW B−integral is held at 3 and the XPW
intensity is 10% of the FW.
view of the phase sensitivity plots in Figure 4.3.
Mode matching between the FW and the XPW beams can also have a profound effect
on the XPW output beam shape. Since the nonlinear lensing and the output beam sizes of
the two beams are different, the relative beam sizes change during propagation from the first
crystal. If the seeding XPW beam is much smaller than the FW, it can lead to saturation
and back conversion, leading to a distorted output XPW beam. In our analysis, this appears
to play the primary role in the formation of rings in the far field, an effect often seen in
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double-crystal conversion. Provided the XPW mode size in the second crystal is comparable
to the FW, we find that this distortion is minimized.
One of the challenges of the double-crystal arrangement is if the input to the first crystal
is focused to high intensity to obtain good conversion efficiency in that step, the nonlinear
focusing brings the intensity of the beams to a level that can damage the second crystal.
In our experiments, we devised a way to lower the peak intensities due to the non-linear
focusing after the first crystal. We use a single curved mirror ( length f) to re-image to the
crystal for a second pass (see Figure 4.1(b) ). Let xm be the crystal-mirror separation. When
xm = 2f , the beam is relayed from the crystal output with unit magnification but there is
an additional quadratic phase imparted on FW and XPW beams. When xm = 2f + δx with
δx > 0 there is a plane at a distance x from the crystal that is re-imaged to the crystal
for the second pass. From geometric optics, we can map this mirror displacement δ to the









x2 + 4f 2
2f − x+
√
x2 + 4f 2
. (4.6)
Eq. 4.6 shows that the magnification increases with shorter focal lengths. Large focal length
mirrors will yield results similar to the double-crystal setup, though the wavefront curvatures
will be affected, as discussed below. This magnification translates into lower peak intensities
and suppression of white-light generation in the second pass. The magnification also plays
a role to reduce the relative wavefront curvature. Applying the propagation equations for
Gaussian beams, the difference in wavefront curvature at the source plane (distance x from
the first crystal) imaged to the second crystal is changed according to Eq. 4.7. (Figure 4.4)
shows the magnification of this curvature difference for a case where x = 35mm as a function
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Figure 4.4: Variation of the factor by which the wave-front curvature mismatch changes as
a function of lens focal length. The source plane position is x = 35mm from the first crystal.
As described above, the relative on-axis phase is an important quantity to ensure efficient
conversion in a second crystal. After the first crystal, nonlinear focusing bring each beam to a
waist, and the Gouy phase evolves for each beam accordingly. With the re-imaging, the new
beam waist positions can be calculated, leading to a further evolution of the on-axis phase.
Figure 4.5 shows the evolution of the on-axis phase for the FW and XPW beams as they
propagate through the imaging system. As the beams pass through a waist, the phase evolves
according the the −arctan(z/zR) dependence of the Gouy phase. In this figure, the initial
phase of the two waves is taken to be equal. In fact, the beams emerge with a phase shift
that results from the accumulation of nonlinear phase in the first crystal (Figure 4.2). The
optimum phase shift would be determined by the considerations illustrated in Figure 4.3. By
this analysis, both the double-crystal and double-pass arrangements will tend to be slightly
off the optimum phase difference (additional phase compensation might improve the yield).
4.4 Propagation Model
To fully account for saturation and propagation dynamics, we have implemented a numer-
ical model to calculate the spatially-dependent nonlinear interaction in the XPW-generating
crystals (BaF2) as well as the free-space propagation between them. The propagation begins
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Figure 4.5: On axis phase accumulation due to beam propagation for both the FW (red) and
the XPW (blue) signals, starting at the exit of the first crystal and ending at the entrance
of the second crystal after re-imaging. The first vertical reference line indicates the position
of the FW beam waist. The second reference line indicates the position of the f = 250mm
focal length curved mirror.
with a Gaussian beam at a waist at the entrance to the crystal. The evolution of the fun-
damental and XPW fields are calculated by solving the coupled equations (1.35) and (1.36)
using a 4th order Runge-Kutta method in the time domain on a grid in cylindrical spatial
coordinate system space [r, t]. The code has the capability to perform Fourier split-step
propagation to account for both dispersion and diffraction within the crystal [24], but to
speed up the calculations we turned off these effects. The crystal used in the experiments
was thin (0.5mm), so the broadening from dispersion was negligible for both FW (0.01fs)
and the generated XPW (0.5fs) when starting with a 40fs initial FW pulse duration. Diffrac-
tion is also neglected over the length of the crystal as experimentally we avoid self-focusing
inside the crystal (source of white-light generation) and the nonlinear focal length was much
greater than the crystal length.
The free-space evolution of the field (including reflection from a curved mirror if applica-
ble) to a second crystal alters the beam sizes and spatial phases of the two fields, which in
turn affects the conversion in the second pass through the nonlinear medium. Outside of the
crystal, in free-space, we perform numerical Fresnel propagation to calculate the evolution of
both FW and XPW fields between optics. We start with the signals leaving the XPW crystal
in [t, r] and transform to [ω, r] using fast Fourier transforms. The fields are then transformed
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to the radial angular spectrum [ω, fr] using a numerical Fourier-Bessel transform [56]. Then
they are decomposed into Bessel functions, and the coefficients are transformed with a ma-
trix to express the fields in terms of the angular frequency. These terms are multiplied by a
propagation matrix (H(ω, fr)). We consider two scenarios for conversion from two passes in
the nonlinear crystal as illustrated in Fig.(Figure 4.1).
In the double-crystal setup, the output fields from the first crystal are directly propagated
for the distance x between crystals. In the double-pass setup, the beam must be propagated
through the imaging system to the entrance of the second pass. Transformation by an
optional lens or curved mirror could be implemented by multiplication of the field by the
appropriate phase function in the [ω, r] domain, but propagation out to the curved mirror
would require large or adaptive spatial grids. Instead, the beam is propagated a distance
x to a plane at distance 2f from the curved mirror that is imaged 1:1. This allows the
propagation in the imaging step to be calculated simply by the multiplication by a quadratic
phase










The output of this transformation is then propagated the distance x to the entrance to the
second crystal, where the nonlinear process is calculated for the second pass. In addition to
calculation of the conversion efficiency and the near-field beam profiles, the far-field beam
profiles can be calculated using the Fourier-Bessel transform.
4.5 Experiment
A schematic of the two arrangements used in our experiments is shown in (Figure 4.1).
The output of a lab-built 1 kHz repetition rate Ti:sapphire chirped pulse regenerative am-
plifier is passed through a half-wave plate and calcite polarizer combination placed before
the compressor to vary the pulse energy. The polarizer also helps improve the polarization
purity of the FW to minimize leakage of the FW into the XPW channel. The output of the
compressor is focused with a f = 1.5 m curved mirror to a spot with 1/e2 radius of 150 µm.
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A 0.5mm-thick BaF2 crystal is placed at the beam waist to produce the XPW signal. After
recollimation the beam is passed through a calcite polarizer crossed to the FW to pass the
XPW signal. We optimize the XPW yield by adjusting the compressor grating separation
in the compressor of the system and adjusting the rotation angle β of the crystal around the
optical axis. At the compressor grating separation that optimized the XPW signal from a
single BaF2 crystal, the input pulses were characterized with a scanning frequency-resolved
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Figure 4.6: Beam radius vs distance from the first nonlinear crystal for an input energy of
44µJ. Fundamental wave (red), XPW(blue). Points correspond to experimental measure-
ments and the lines are from our model.
To characterize the NL interaction in the first crystal, we measured the beam profiles for
both the FW and XPW waves as they propagated from the crystal. With input energies
of 28.5µJ and 47.5µJ we obtained 3.5% and 8.4% conversion efficiency, respectively. As
shown in Figure 4.1(a), but with only one crystal present, the beams were re-imaged with
magnification by a single curved mirror to a CCD camera. A half-wave plate and calcite
polarizer combination was used to select either of the oppositely polarized FW or XPW
signals. Keeping track of the object plane and the change in magnification of the imaging,
we scanned the separation of the CCD camera and the curved mirror to record beam profiles
following the crystal with a 2mm step resolution. (Figure 4.6) shows the measured and
calculated beam sizes at these positions for the higher-energy data set. The beam sizes
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were calculated from the images by taking the second moment of the beam profiles after
background subtraction. The dashed lines in (Figure 4.6) show the calculated beam sizes
following the crystal. In the model, we assume Gaussian profiles in space and time with the
experimentally measured widths. The model curves and the data show excellent agreement,
with only a small reduction in the model input energies by approximately 8%, which we
attribute to the presence of amplified spontaneous emission in our regenerative amplifier
system. With this adjustment of input energy, the calculated conversion efficiency is 8.3%,
also in good agreement with the measured value. For these input energies we can compare















































Figure 4.7: Conversion efficiency of double-pass with overlaid double-crystal setup as a
reference: Green - double-crystal at 26µJ input energy, Red - double crystal at 44µJ input
energy, Blue - re-imaged with f =25cm mirror at 44µJ input energy, Gold - re-imaged with
f =5cm mirror at 44µJ input energy.
Next, we made measurements for double-crystal conversion efficiency. To avoid white-
light generation at the second crystal, due to self-focusing from the first one, we start at
maximum separation between crystals, where the first crystal is already optimized in its
efficiency with respect to both tuning angle and input chirp. The second crystal is tuned to
an angle relative to the input beam polarization that gives best yield at that position, which
in our case turned out to be the same orientation that optimizes single crystal conversion.
This is done with the first crystal being in the beam path and looking past a polarizer that
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screens the fundamental beam. The crystal yield for two different FW energies (green - 26µJ,
red - 44µJ) vs. separation is shown in Figure 4.7. The black dashed line shows the model
prediction for these energies and is in good agreement with the measured data. We can see
the conversion efficiency rising at particular separations. We notice that around 4.8cm away
from the first crystal (red square data set),the conversion efficiency drops rapidly away from
the predicted curve due to white-light generation inside the crystal. To avoid damaging the
crystal, data was not taken where white-light generation occurs. The model predicts that
the yield will optimize near the FW beam waist, but that re-focused intensity is beyond the
damage threshold for the crystal.
Exploring different focal length curved mirrors, we noticed that the output beam quality
at the curved mirror position of best energy conversion resulted in similar total yield of
XPW, but different beam qualities. As noted earlier, far-field ring structure in the XPW
beam is seen in the double-crystal setup.[45] The blue dashed curve and the blue outlined far-
field image in Figure 4.8(a) illustrate the connection between the near and far-field profiles
for the double-crystal arrangement. The measured near-field profile for this case is shown
in Figure 4.8(b). To see how re-imaging would affect the beam profile, we tested the re-
imaging set up with several focal lengths ranging from 5 to 50cm without varying the input
conditions to the first crystal (pulse energy, duration, compression, etc.). The optimal yield
with best beam shape for the XPW was found with the 25cm focal length mirror. The
calculated output far-field beam shape for this configuration is shown in Figure 4.8(a) and
the measured near-field profile in Figure 4.8(c). The re-imaging strongly suppressed of the
ring feature while retaining the same total conversion efficiency.
4.6 Theoretical predictions for XPW conversion optimization
As we have showed above, in this chapter, the on-axis relative phase difference between
the FW and XPW is of great importance for good conversion. It is one of the dominant
effects and can amount to mode distortions due to saturation. An experimental way to adjust
this phase difference is trough propagation in free space after the first pass. This leads us
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Figure 4.8: Far-field ring structure associated with high conversion efficiency regime for
the double-crystal scheme, originates from the flat-top (dashed-black) spatial beam profile
of the near-field XPW signal (a). Suppression of this feature is achieved using re-imaging
mirror with select focal length (green - f=25cm). The model data is in good agreement with
the experimentally collected near-field images ((b)-double-crystal, (c)-double-pass) for both
schemes.
to believe that in a multi-pass setup, this can be use to achieve greater than previously
demonstrated [30] conversion efficiencies with great mode shapes. If we pick up the idea of
a simple double-crystal setup, have a way to keep the conditions (relative beam sizes, input
energy, pulse duration, beam sizes evolution) the same as in the original experiment, but
have control over the on-axis phase difference at the location of the second crystal we can
see how this affects the overall conversion. Figure 4.9 shows how subtracting 5 degrees from
the XPW total phase will effect the conversion efficiency at the output of the second pass.
For illustration purpose, we are also exploring other phase subtraction/addition as well, but
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this seems to only make the saturation dynamics worse. The increase in total conversion
efficiency can be achieved by cascading multiple thin crystals and optimizing the tuning β
angle and the relative phase delays of the XPW and FW or via constructing a cavity for
multiple passes through the same nonlinear crystal.















































Figure 4.9: . XPW conversion at the second pass can be greatly affected by the on-axis phase
difference between the seeding XPW and FW. Subtracting 5◦ (a) from the XPW phase can
improve the conversion efficiency as much as 5% from the traditional double-crystal setup.
Other angles such as -95◦ (b) and -39◦ (c) are used to illustrate the case for good beam
shape, but 10% lower efficiency (b) or overall efficiency decrease with undesired temporal
shape (c).
4.7 Conclusion
Although cross-polarized wave generation in the saturation regime is a process that re-
quires many four-wave mixing terms to fully describe it, the generated XPW beam is remark-
ably well-behaved. The conversion efficiency is, however limited, since only the most intense
portions of the fundamental wave (in space and time) are converted. Propagation to a sec-
ond crystal for further conversion has been shown to result in higher conversion than would
be obtained by simply using a thicker crystal. In this chapter, we have presented a simple
model for the phase structure of the XPW beam and shown that there is a power-induced
phase mismatch that affects the conversion efficiency and the relative nonlinear focusing
following the crystal. We also discussed several factors that can affect seeded conversion:
relative input phase, relative wavefront curvature, relative beam size and the crystal rotation
angle. Our Gaussian beam analysis shows that the on-axis propagation phase does affect
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the relative phase between the two beams, as pointed out in earlier work [30], but there is
no guarantee that rephasing is possible either with free space propagation or re-imaging.
In our novel variant of the double-crystal arrangement, we used a single curved mirror
to re-image the output of a crystal for a second pass. With an optimum choice of curved
mirror, this approach resulted in an improved output beam quality and a modest increase
of the conversion efficiency of two consecutive XPW crystals. With a better understanding
of seeded XPW conversion we aim to make further improvements in XPW conversion, for
example in a multi-pass configuration for lower energy pulses. This work was submitted to
Applied Optics (2014) [76] and is currently in peer review.
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CHAPTER 5
APPLICATION OF XPW FOR PULSE CLEANUP IN OPTICAL PARAMETRIC
AMPLIFICATION (OPA)
Optical parametric amplification (OPA) [77] is a process that can be used to create
tunable-light sources at the output of laser systems [78–83]. In contrast to laser amplification,
OPA has typically low background signal, called optical parametric generation (OPG). OPG
is analogous to ASE in laser amplifier systems and arises from the spontaneous frequency
down-conversion of the pump beam in the nonlinear birefringent crystal. In a well-designed,
white-light seeded OPA the gain in each stage is set well below the threshold for OPG. Even
though there is not the same need for pulse cleanup in an OPA system as there is in a
laser amplifier system, XPW can still be useful in cleaning up the pulse shape and further
broadening the pulse spectrum out of an OPA system. The aim of the project presented in
this chapter was to design a way to compress a near-IR pulse and convert with XPW to get a
shorter pulse with a cleaner spectrum that could be re-amplified in a second OPA stage. The
initial working wavelength of the project was 2µm but in order to use instruments available
in the lab, we had to rebuild an existing OPA working at slightly shorter wavelengths (1.1-
1.6µm). This chapter will introduce how OPA works and explain what were the design
challenges in compressing pulses in this wavelength regime, how dispersion from different
materials can affect pulse duration and OPA conversion and what measures can be taken to
optimize broadband pulses in near-IR regime.
5.1 Introduction to the process
In OPA, a mechanism called difference-frequency generation down-converts light using a
nonlinear crystal, for example, beta-Barium di-borate (BBO). The evolution of the fields are




























∆k = k3 − k1 − k2 (5.2)
and the field wave-vector ki =
2πni
λi
. Even though the condition ∆k = 0 (phase matching) is
not automatically achieved, the process has been demonstrated to produce ultra-broadband
tunable short pulses in many configurations. The participating signal, idler, and pump fields
are indexed 1,2, and 3 respectively. At the degeneracy point, the signal and idler have the
same wavelength, so the usual definitions become ambiguous. However in the OPA setup
that we will demonstrate in this chapter the ”signal” and ”idler” will be easily distinguishable
as they will have different polarizations. This phenomenon relates to the fact that OPAs
can be either Type I or II. This will be explained after the conditions of phase-matching in
media.
5.1.1 Phase-matching and OPA types
In general, parametric mixing takes place for all of the frequencies present in the seed
beam, regardless of the crystal orientation. However, the fields generated by oscillating
electrons at different points in the crystal can interfere with each other destructively if
the phases of the three beams are not matched properly. Therefore the three beams must
be phase-matched (Eq. (5.2)) in order for the generated fields to add constructively and
produce optical gain. This, in general is not true because of the dispersion of the crystal,
as the refractive index varies with frequency. Thus the pump wavenumber is greater than
the sum of signal and idler. In order to resolve this, birefringent crystals are used, and the
polarizations of the three field components are arranged to make phase-matching possible.
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The general condition for phase-matching, allowing for off-axis beam directions, is shown in
























In a birefringent medium n depends on the polarization orientation and can lead to dif-
ferent phase-matching types (I or II). In type I [85], both signal and idler have the same
polarization, while in type II [78] they have orthogonal polarizations. Depending on how
these polarizations are related to the pump one, we distinguish II(a) (signal and pump po-
larizations are the same) and II(b) (idler and pump polarizations are the same). The phase
matching bandwidth is larger for type I, but type II has the advantage that we can pick
between the signal and idler using a polarizer and the phase matching bandwidth is more
or less constant throughout the tuning range. Type II design is most often used for tunable
OPAs. The OPA in our lab is type II using a BBO non-linear crystal. To achieve tunable
output, the incident angle of the pump onto the non-linear crystal is adjusted, so the correct
phase-matching condition for the desired frequency is present.
5.1.2 Group delay and group velocity dispersion
Another important consideration is group delay between the three fields, which is closely
related to the phase mismatch and conversion bandwidth. The conversion bandwidth is
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proportional to the relative group delay between the signal and idler to first order. This is
why at degeneracy with type I phase-matching, the signal and idler group delay is nearly
zero and the conversion bandwidth is large compared to type II. Group velocity mismatch
leads to a relative delay between the pump, signal, and idler pulses [86] and for ultrashort
pulses, this limits the length within the crystal in which interactions can take place. This
leads to drop in conversion efficiency and can be avoided by carefully designing a dispersion
compensation technique that can keep the output a stage 1 OPA compressed so it can be
used in a later amplification stage.
To understand dispersion control we can look at the various orders of dispersion for each
material that the signal passes through on its way to each amplification stage. A single
stage collinear OPA design is shown in Figure 5.2. A broad bandwidth super-continuum is
first generated by tightly focusing a low power portion of the pump beam into a Sapphire
or Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (YAG) plate. This ”seed” is spatially overlapped with the
high-power portion of the pump at a BBO crystal. We adjust the time delay between arms
so that the pulses are overlapped and adjust the crystal angle to phase-match the desired
frequency components.
We know that dispersion of materials directly affects the phase φ(ω) of the electric field
E(ω) by showing in the output field as
Eout(ω) = Ein(ω)Exp [−iφtotal(ω − ω0)] (5.4)
where we can expand φtotal into a Taylor series
φtotal(ω) = φ0 +
1
1!
φ1(ω)(ω − ω0) +
1
2!
φ2(ω)(ω − ω0)2 +
1
3!






and each order corresponds to a particular physical effect from the
medium. For instance the φ1 term (group delay) delays the field envelope in time, while φ2
term (group velocity dispersion) is responsible for the field stretching from normal dispersion.












Figure 5.2: Single stage collinear OPA design: small energy portion of the pump beam is
flipped in polarization and focussed into an YAG plate using a lens (L1). The ”seed” signal
is collimated (L2) and delay- and phase- matched in a BBO nonlinear crystal resulting in
OPA.
acquired dispersion and try to design a compressor that will compensate for it.
5.1.3 Compact prism-compressor design
Working in the near-IR regime, has the advantage that most commonly used materials
have almost zero second order dispersion, so pulses tend not to stretch with propagation.
However, in this regime, third-order phase becomes as important. In previous work, Brida et
al. [85, 87] demonstrated a degenerate OPA in which the broadband output spectrum was
compressed using a deformable mirror pulse shaper. In that experiment, the dominant orders
of compression were indeed 2nd and 3rd order. To compensate for this order of dispersion
we present a compact (6”x6”) two prism compressor [88] using ZnSe for material and gold
mirrors for the retro-reflector. A schematic of this compressor is shown in Figure 5.3.
The path length each frequency experiences can be represented as




(a) Schematic of operation (b) Physical setup
Figure 5.3: Zn-Se prism compressor designed to work at 1300nm central wavelength. Both
input and output are stacked vertically and are not displayed separately in this schematic.
The output can be picked off with a mirror placed below and before the last mirror in front of
the compressor. The square dotter area represents the breadboard of the setup and measures
only 6-by-6 inches.
where Lp corresponds to the prism tip-to-tip separation and β is the angle of the dispersed
frequency after the prism relative to the line joining the prism tips. The prisms are typically
aligned for minimum deviation, meaning that the central frequency of the beam travels
parallel to the base of an equilateral triangle with a vertex angle corresponding to the angle
at the tip of the prism. An alternative expression for the exit angle β shows Equation 5.6 in
terms of two easily measured quantities for close prism separation distances




Dp is the perpendicular prism separation, Lp is the same tip-to-tip separation and θexit(ω)
is the exit angle of the ray leaving the second surface relative to its surface normal as a
function of frequency.
To calculate different orders of dispersion from the prism pair we follow the same proce-
dure for linear medium presented earlier. For instance the group delay dispersion (analogous










λ corresponds the the wavelength of a frequency ω = 2πc
λ
, where c is the speed of light. As
P depends on the angle β, which in turn depends on the apex prism angle and the index of
refraction of the material of the prism for the specific wavelength, the prism geometry and
material are an important consideration.
The material and prism geometry of the above mentioned compressor was selected so it
works at a central wavelength of λ0 = 1.3µm. The apex angle of the ZnSe prism was chosen
in order for the incident angle of λ0 to be very close to the Brewster angle for maximum
transmission (46◦) was α = 45◦.
Using these relations we have calculated the GVD due to material in our OPA setup as
well as used the written simulation code to automatically optimize the prism separation to
compensate for the acquired dispersion. The optimization is done by minimizing the total
phase curve value over a defined bandwidth using RMS difference. This results in a flat
phase curve over that region, but to assure close to zero value for the 2nd and 3rd orders
of the phase the spared values were also displayed in the process. The results for 1.3 µm
wavelength is shown on Figure 5.4(a). Figure 5.4(b) shows the prediction for the originally
attempted wavelength regime of this experiment. The compression will become even more
important at that regime as the bandwidth of the type I OPA, described by Brida et al. [85],
had a modulated spectral shape (big dip in the center) that came from the phase matching
being slightly tuned away from degeneracy. They had to use a pulse shaper to compress
the pulse. The compact compressor we have demonstrated will be able to compensate for
dispersion using Si as prism material.
Notice that the choice of material and prism geometry was important. Using ZnSe with
45◦ apex angle worked well in for 1.3 µm central wavelength but was not able to compensate
at the longer 2µm wavelength. This is shown in Figure 5.5.
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(a) λ0 = 1.3µm, ZnSe material, α = 45
◦













(b) λ0 = 2.06µm, Si material, α = 32
◦
Figure 5.4: Model predictions total input phase (blue) from the present OPA material vs.
total output phase (green) due to the prism compressor. Both green curves show fourth-order
limited compensation can be achieved.
5.1.4 Experimental setup results and guidelines for future experimentation
As shown in Chapter (1), XPW requires relatively high intensities in order for the χ(3)
anisotropy to generate the orthogonal in polarization signal. The ”signal” output of our
OPA’s stage 1, was on the order of 0.5 µJ, which makes XPW conversion hard to detect
with the available equipment. Therefore, a different approach was taken, and we attempted
to convert the output of stage 2, which had more promising energies around 15 µJ. After
passing the compressor and focussing the FW into the XPW with a short (5 cm) focal length
lens, we have detected a XPW signal. The experimental setup for the two-stage OPA that
we have rebuilt is shown on Figure 5.6.
Some experiments with XPW at this wave-length have been performed [89], however the
theoretical efficiency of the proposed scheme should be greater, as the FW pulses presented
to the nonlinear crystal will be also short in time. The last figure of this chapter (Figure 5.7)
shows a preliminary conversion of XPW at 1.3 µm wavelength. While the XPW bandwidth
is not much larger than the FW, the fact that the bandwidth is not reduced indicates that


























Figure 5.5: Comparison of prism material (green - Si, orange - ZnSe ) for compressing the















Figure 5.6: Collinear two-stage OPA setup with output energy of the ”signal” 15 µJ with
central wavelength of 1.3 µm central wavelength.
I propose a few improvements of the existing setup. They will be listed in the following
paragraph.
The main limitation of our OPA setup was the lack of detection equipment and lack


















Figure 5.7: Preliminary XPW conversion spectrum at 1.3 µm wavelenght vs. FW (output
of the OPA).
order of 500 µJ from the small compressor of the system are reasonable to expect, but
due to limited time and resources as well as thermal fluctuations in the lab, were not readily
available. To carry out the experiment with the currently available system, we must consider
full realignment of the regenerative amplifier as well as shortening the path from the output
of the compressor to the OPA breadboard. A translation stage placed at the focussing lens
(L1 on Figure 5.6) generating the super-continuum in the YAG crystal as well as a translation
stage on the crystal itself would improve the degree of control over the focussing conditions
and will allow for a cleaner seed signal from the YAG plate. Instead of using fixed ratio
beam splitters to split power between stages, it will be beneficial to have polarizing beam
cubes to allow for optimized energy distribution along the stages. With the larger amount of
available energy at the input of the OPA, we could possibly implement a third stage, while
placing the compact compressor design in between and converting XPW out of stage 2 of the
current setup. This will allow for a cleaner, shorter in time, seed pulse for the OPA process
at the highest power stage 3.
For the degenerate, Type 1 design, based on Brida et al., I will recommend the same
improvements as well as getting detection instruments such as fiber spectrometer efficiently
working at 1.6 µm wavelengths with a fast response and short integration times. Being able
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to detect small fluctuations in the OPA gain is essential to the optimization of the process.
Having a strong signal from the OPA, will lead to easier XPW conversion. An approach
that future work might follow is to build, or tune, a scanning FROG setup dedicated to
measure the pulse duration and phase after each stage of the OPA, to confirm the accuracy
of the prism compressor optimization algorithm and ensure optimal pulse compression. With
our developed understanding of how XPW conversion works from Chapter (4), a multi-pass
setup can be used in order to employ seeded, more efficient conversion. This will certainly
push the frontier of ultra-short pulses at 1.3 to 2 µm wavelengths.
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APPENDIX - REGENERATIVE AMPLIFIER REBUILD PROCEDURES
Building this laser system is an intricate process, that requires a lot of precise work. The
following paragraph will attempt to explain a clean step-by-step method of setting up the
cavity. It is important to notice, that due to working with an already partially visible light
source (the oscillator), the building procedure is both easier and more dangerous because
the temptation of peaking over the protective laser glasses regularly used in optics labs. As
presented on Figure A.1, we start with a composition of vertical and horizontal polarization
beam (#1) once past the first polarizer (PBS1) can simultaneously pass and reflect. The
reflected portion allows for the cavity to be completely leveled as well as preserves the proper
polarization of the future seed beam. An easy way to achieve this is to let the reflected beam
propagate as far as possible and use the same level iris to clip the beam around its edges.
For simplicity this iris can be set to one level and never changed and left on the breadboard
for future diagnostics. Once the level of the future cavity is established the output and
input of the seed is switched (#2). This is because of the fact that polarizers have different
transmission vs. reflection contrast. As such, this setting achieved the highest possible purity
for this application. Finally a 60◦ dielectric mirror (M60d) is placed (#3), leveled and the
followup back-reflection is put back onto the input seed beam. At any time if we want to see
both reflection and transmission through the polarizer, we can place a polarization rotation
optic such as a half-wave plate (HWP) in between the polarizer and its second pass.
The trickiest step is actually placing the penta-cube polarizer (PPBS) in the setup. This
polarizer will determine the level of the cavity as well as the polarization plane allowed. It
is particularly important to make sure that the beam heights at the high reflector (HR)
and second curved mirror (CM2) as well as the general cavity height are exactly the same
(Figure A.2 #4). After a proper position has been established, the polarizer is placed on








Figure A.1: Regen build 1






Figure A.2: Regen build 2
After a check that the levels of the cavity have been preserved, the next day, the setup
building process can resume. Every new optic must be placed consecutively and its back
reflection be traced back on top of the input beam. To do so, I found it easiest to use the
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same cavity-level iris and clip the beam as far away as possible from the optic in question
and slowly walk the back reflection so it is on top of the iris center. After placing the
HR, quarter-wave plate (QWP) and CM2, which has a predetermined separation from the
gain medium and focal length from simulations, the beam is focussed into the gain medium
(Figure A.3 #5). Here the Ti:Sapphire crystal was cut at Brewster angle (to maximize
damage threshold) and oriented (for the right polarization) in its mount that has a cooling
water passing through it (to help dissipate heat and reduce stress-induced effects). The only
left adjustments are to insure that the back reflection is leveled to the cavity height iris and
then optimized for Brewster angle, which corresponds to minimizing the surface reflection
of the incoming seed beam. At last the first curved mirror (CM1) and the high-power high
reflector are placed and the back reflection of the full cavity can be traced back to the input
of the setup. It is worth noticing that the gain medium can burn even though the pulses
inside the cavity are on the order of pico-seconds, so it is advisable to put the crystal on a
translation stage that is perpendicular in motion to the mode of the cavity as well as to pass












Figure A.3: Regen build 3
At this stage the cavity is ready for optical pumping. However a couple more steps need
to be taken to avoid crystal burns. The seed light must be blocked as well as an output
coupling mechanism must be established. When every thing is working the switch in/out
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will be made using the first Pockell’s cell (PC1), but as cavity optimization hasn’t yet taken
place with it lasing on its own, we can detune the QWP from it’s current angle (adjusted
to keep the beam trapped between the HR and HPHR) and let some light out trough the
PPBS. Figure A.4 shows the final layout, however when doing the initial cavity optimization
to get it to lase the PC1, second Pockell’s cell (PC2), clean-up polarizer (PBS2) and Faraday














Figure A.4: Regen build 4
Aligning the pump light along the mode axis between CM1 and CM2, and overlapping
it at the crystal, its pointing is tweaked until the cavity is lasing. To check for this we have
installed diagnostic camera that images the crystal behind CM2. This camera is left even
after the building and enclosure of the laser, as it allows for adjustments later on to be made
while directly observing the mode of the cavity at the crystal. Once the cavity lases on its
own, the HR and HPHR are optimized to maximize the output power at a fixed output
coupling ratio. Supplying 8W @ 1kHz repetition rate to the crystal while focussing it with
a 40cm focal length lens (Figure 3.4 before CM1) turned out to be the proper amount of
pump power for our system. At this power level we were able to extract 1.2W of seeded light
@ 1kHz repetition rate, before PC2. First, however, this was done without the seed and the
PC1 and the QWP used as an output coupler. Once the optimization has reached the before
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mentioned values, the PC1 was placed in the beam path and aligned via a commonly used
crossing polarizer technique, which uses the fact that when off, the Pockell’s cell should not
rotate light, and as such, the polarizer axis should be visible as dark lines after the output
of the second polarizer and the beam should faintly be centered at where they cross. Since
it is a fairly common technique, further description is omitted in this text.
Once the PC1 is in and aligned a further fine-tuning is needed. With the PC1 turned on
and a relatively long switch in/out time window, we need to align the pointing of the pump
light as well as the fine-tuning of the PC1 so that the cut off is clean and the buildup is
as early as possible. This is done with the QWP being set for achieving a π/2 polarization
rotation for one bounce at the HR. The fine-tuning goal is once the power output of the
laser cavity without the seed in it has been optimized and the buildup time has been pushed
as close as possible to the beginning of the switch-in window of the PC1, and the hold-off
capability of the Pockell’s cell when turned off are maximized. The buildup time of the
cavity is affected by losses (beam walk off, reflections, absorption, etc.) and the pump light
timing. Once this was done, the cavity was seeded by pointing the seed beam trough PBS1
and overlapping it with the cavity mode at the gain medium. This was done with saving the
mode position on the camera and turning the regenerative amplifier off, so the much fainter
seed beam is visible, then walking it to the saved spot. At this point the cavity buildup
will drastically change from the traditional exponential decay with small spikes where the
round trips occur, to strongly pronounced spikes only when the seed pulse is timed with
the cavity’s switch in/out times, i.e. the injected single pulse @ 1kHz repetition rate is
timed perfectly with the cavity and is overlapped with the gain. Ultimately the final 1.2W,
before the second Pockell’s cell (PC2), on the power meter were recorded and the PC2 and
the cavity was enclosed to prevent air current drifts and improve stability and safety. The
alignment of the PC2 was done in the same fashion as PC1 with 80% loss of power after
the second polarizer (PBS2). This equates to 972mW measured power after PBS2 at 8.72W
power for the pump light. As a final note, the pump laser output is 4-f imaged to the gain
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medium to minimize beam drift and improve stability.
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